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Letter from the 

Editor 
By: Kathryn E. Picanco 
 
I am excited to bring to you this edition of Curriculum in 

Context focusing on Challenging All Students.  The diverse 

articles will challenge all readers to consider the many 

ways in which our educational system can support and 

enrich student learning.  The issue starts with broader 

conceptual and planning approaches and moves towards 

more specific strategies for learners, ending with ideas for 

integrative methods for planning and instruction. The 

research, models, and stories paint a picture of ways to 

bring classrooms to life with intentional planning and 

personalization.  The following is a glance at each article: 

• Realizing Equity: Standards-Based Unit Planning as 

a Critical Foundation describes the essential 

elements of unit planning with priority standards to 

increase student achievement. 

• Core Instruction: The Foundation to Learning 

examines the critical role of data informed practice 

and core instruction with all students for equitable 

practice. 

• The Contextual Model of Learning and Montessori 

takes a look at how the personal, socio-cultural, 

and physical contexts of learning that influence 

student autonomy and achievement can be 

fostered in a classroom.   

• Universal Design for Learning: Rigorous and 

Personalized Instruction for All Learners tells the 

story of one school’s journey implementing UDL 

strategies to appropriately challenge all students. 

• Challenging All Students:  Rigorous Tasks and 

Assessments provides an overview of how to create 

differentiated assessment strategies focused on 

high expectations for increased rigor in unit 

planning. 

• Personalize Instruction? Differentiate Curriculum? 

But How? illustrates recommended strategies to 

differentiate curriculum and instruction for highly 

capable students. 

• Multiple Exceptionalities in a Culture of Single 

Exceptionalities challenges readers to understand 

the struggles of twice-exceptional students and 

appropriate services to ensure needs are met. 

• Developing High Expectations and Educational 

Opportunities: Inclusive Higher Education Options 

for Students with Intellectual Disability shares the 

importance of education planning beyond high 

school for students with intellectual disability and 

opportunities in Washington State.  

• The Call-and-Response Tradition from Ghana as 

Engaging Pedagogy for Oral Production with 

English Learners describes the rich cultural 

tradition of call-and-response and its application in 

classrooms to support English learners 

• Brave Learning: Project Based Learning for Highly 

Capable Students illustrates how project-based 

learning transformed the author’s classroom and is 

an effective practice not only for highly capable 

students, but all students, for increased 

engagement and challenge. 

• Community Connections to Challenge and Inspire 

examines the power of Place-Based Education and 

the rich possibilities community connections can 

foster in a classroom and school. 

 

Dr. Kathryn Picanco is an associate 

professor of education at Whitworth 

University.  She teaches in the 

undergraduate teacher preparation 

program and is the director of the 

Master of Education in Montessori 

program.  Her research interests 

include differentiation, inquiry-based instruction, and 

Montessori education. 
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Message from the 

President 
By Marie Verhaar 
 
This is my final message as President of Washington State 

ASCD.  It has been an honor to serve educators across the 

state.  We have strived to provide meaningful professional 

learning opportunities to collaborate as practitioners.  

While there are over 200 districts across our state, the 

students of Washington belong to all of us.  We share 

learners from north, south, east and west and strive to 

provide each with the best education possible to ensure 

they have every opportunity to flourish and excel.  I’ve 

met so many passionate people who are all grappling with 

the very same issues and challenges.   

In this issue of Curriculum in Context, we explore the tenet 

of being challenged.  ASCD believes that each student 

must experience academic challenge and be prepared for 

success in college or further study, and for employment 

and participation in a global environment.  

There are important conditions that must be present for 

students to safely experience academic challenge. When 

the environment supports risk-taking and 

experimentation, students thrive.  Some of these 

conditions are encouraging student discourse, providing 

scaffolding, and promoting autonomy. 

Students need regular opportunities to share their 

thinking, make decisions, and give feedback.  When 

students are encouraged to collaborate with one another 

and participate regularly in meaningful dialogue with their 

peers to explain their point of view, they are more likely 

to feel the importance of taking risks.   

Providing scaffolds, as students try on more complex 

learning, gives students confidence that they can aim high 

yet still make mistakes and try again.  Moving students 

towards independence, while shifting the cognitive load 

from teacher to student, is key in supporting students’ 

willingness to take on more challenging tasks. 

A classroom environment that encourages students to 

make choices for their own learning and take 

responsibility for that learning give students a sense of 

autonomy and ownership.  When students realize their 

own capability, they are more likely to feel safe taking risks 

and believe in themselves.   

I’m confident you will find helpful and relevant reading in 

this edition.  Heartfelt thanks go to the authors who have 

shared their insights and wisdom with us.   

We are better together! 

Marie Verhaar is the current president 

for Washington State ASCD. She serves as 

the assistant superintendent of teaching 

and learning in the Tacoma School 

District. Marie has been in public 

education for 40 years, serving as a 

classroom teacher, building 

administrator, and district-level administrator. 
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Realizing Equity: 

Standards-Based Unit 

Planning as a Critical 

Foundation 
By: Alicen Gaytley and Jeanine St. 

Laurent Butler 
 

The Persistent Gap 

Since the late 1970’s, educational research 

has emphasized the need to attain 

excellence through equity, thereby 

eradicating students’ race, 

ethnicity, or socioeconomic status 

as the key predictor of academic 

achievement. Yet, after nearly 

four decades of significant 

research, articles, books, 

conferences, and workshops, the 

Nation’s Report Card shows gaps 

still persist. How can this possibly 

be? Simply knowing about 

effective practices has not had a 

systemic impact on learning results. 

Even with research-based checklists and 

mandates around effective practices, the 

achievement gap between low-income and more affluent 

students, and between white students and students of 

color, continues to be the norm rather than the exception.  

Many strategies for realizing equity have been researched 

and elucidated elsewhere (Blankstein & Noguera, 2016; 

Singleton & Linton, 2005). It is clear that issues pertaining 

to equity are highly complex. However, in schools where 

equity is emerging in Washington State, there have been 

key steps taken. One foundational step has been to 

develop units of instruction aligned to state standards. 

Successful schools commit to ensuring each and every 

learner has the opportunity to fully experience Tier 1 

instruction in each unit. Equally important is 

implementing clear assessment criteria, also known as 

scales or rubrics, and using that clarity to engage learners 

as assessment partners in monitoring their growth and 

setting goals toward the standards. 

It is important to note that the foundational strategy of 

implementing standards-based unit planning necessitates 

a systems-thinking approach. Equity cannot be achieved 

through random acts done by individual teachers, no 

matter how effectively the strategies are implemented. 

Systemic catch-up growth needs to extend over multiple 

grade levels and be experienced in all classrooms. Ideally, 

the system should include all schools in the district; 

however, if you are a building leader who cannot influence 

change in the entire district, your single school can act 

as the system.  

Foundations of Standards-

Based Unit Planning  

Standards-based unit planning 

acts as the foundation from 

which the steps toward equity 

exist. It is the key that guarantees 

effective Tier 1 instruction for all. 

While referring to the Multi-

Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) 

triangle, schools with persistent 

equity gaps have what is called an 

“inverted triangle,” meaning that they 

have more students in Tier 2 and 3 than 

in Tier 1. As we often say, “You cannot Tier 2 

and 3 your way out of ineffective Tier 1 instruction.” 

Equity must be based on ensuring that each and every 

student receives effective Tier 1 instruction first, before 

receiving additional Tier 2 and 3 supports. The lack of 

established standards-based units of instruction and 

strong backward planning processes often provides 

evidence of ineffective Tier 1 instruction. Rectifying this 

becomes a critical next step in establishing strong Multi-

Tiered Systems of Support.  

Unit planning is best utilized within a healthy team, but it 

can also help elevate less-effective teams when done with 

“Equity requires “all-in” 

systems that establish 

high expectations and 

challenging Tier 1 

instruction for every 

student.” 
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enough support. Going through the tough work of 

clarifying exactly what all teachers are going to teach does 

not necessarily mean agreeing on a specific pedagogical 

style or literally being “on the same page” of any resource. 

Unit planning is agreeing on exactly what students need 

to know and be able to do, as well as the times when the 

team will come back together to look at common data and 

share best instructional practices. What we sometimes 

forget about the professional learning community model 

is that it is all about professional learning to achieve high 

levels of student learning. Effective job-embedded 

professional development occurs when teachers share 

and discuss each other’s data, talk about the different 

innovative ways that each got their results, then reflect on 

their own practices to go back and make adjustments in 

their classrooms. 

A solid unit plan consists of these essential elements: 

● Priority Standards: An agreed upon set of 

essential standards that all teachers in the 

system ensure their students will learn at high 

levels, aligned to Smarter Balanced Assessment 

(SBA) Targets 

● Scales: Articulated learning progressions that 

show levels of learning and the assessment 

criteria used for each priority standard 

● Assessments: Checks that provide feedback on 

students’ progress toward attainment of each 

priority standard 

● Backward Design: Planning of engaging learning 

experiences targeting priority standards / SBA 

Targets, tied together with a meaningful 

essential question  

● Data Analysis with Reflection: A process for 

answering the four PLC questions as a team and 

a method for students to track their own 

progress using a scale  

Priority Standards 

Marzano’s research points to evidence that we would 

need a K-22 system in order to cover all of the required 

content in a typical K-12 system (Scherer, 2001). Knowing 

we do not have an additional 10 years, it is critical that all 

educators across the system agree to teach the same 

essential content that all students will learn at high levels. 

When this is not done systematically, the result could be 

vastly different content being emphasized in one 

classroom compared to the next. Curriculum chaos is the 

enemy of equity. 

When selecting priority standards, the best place to start 

is the Smarter Balanced Assessment Target Reports, 

available for Grades 3-8 and 10 to educators in the 

Washington Comprehensive Assessment Program (WCAP) 

Online Reporting System. Target Reports show how 

students in the school, district, classroom, and/or roster-

level are performing on each Target, which assesses one 

or more of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). You 

can find how your system performed on each Target over 

time to determine the strengths and weaknesses in your 

curriculum and/or instruction. For example, Figure 1 has 

three years of math data that shows increased 

performance over time in the Fractions Targets in the 3rd 

and 4th grades, but not in the 5th grade (Wenatchee 

School District [WSD], 2018a). Building teams could use 

this data to prioritize the standards in the 5th grade 

Fraction Targets. This particular report also provides 

evidence that the next cohort coming to 5th grade has a 

much more solid understanding of the 4th grade Fractions 

Targets than the prior year’s cohort does, which is 

encouraging. 

In Math, each SBA Target has the same content as an 

entire CCSS Cluster and there is an Interim Assessment 

Block (IAB) available for each. Priority Clusters should 

represent 65-85% of class time (Achieve the Core, 2019), 

with the supporting clusters representing the rest. In this 

way, the priority standards in math are largely selected for 

you, however, supporting standards cannot be ignored as 

they do show up not only in performance tasks, but also 

in subsequent years of math. SBA Math Target Reports 

only shows Claim 1, Concepts & Procedures. Only Claim 

data is available for Problem Solving and Modeling & Data 

Analysis (Claims 2 & 4) and Communicating Reasoning 

(Claim 3); however, when planning for the unit, each of 

the four Math Claims should be taught in every unit.  

English Language Arts (ELA) unit plans also need to 

prioritize all four Claims (Reading, Writing, Listening, and 
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Research & Inquiry) in every unit across the year. Unlike 

Math, however, the IABs that are currently available are 

not as focused. Figure 2 (WSD, 2018b). Figure 3 shows 

how a school district focused each unit around one or two 

key SBA Reading Comprehension Targets and one Writing 

genre per unit (informational, narrative, or opinion), and 

continually worked on the other priority standards all year 

(WSD, 2018c). 

In Kindergarten through second grade, foundational 

standards must be prioritized, as well as the key standards 

that will build understanding toward the same standards 

emphasized in the SBA Targets. For example, districts 

need to decide which reading comprehension standards 

need to be emphasized in every grade level, such as 

Reading: Literature (RL).1, finding key details, and RL.3, 

detailing characters, setting, and events in a story. Priority 

standards can be determined at first by a staff vote, 

following a professional development around the 

selection criteria, and then refined and aligned by a 

committee. K-8 math priority standards (by 

cluster/Target) are specifically identified and described in 

Achieve the Core documents.  

Scales: Clarity of Assessment Criteria Through 

Learning Progressions 

It is almost impossible for anyone to track progress or 

growth toward learning goals without an articulated 

learning progression, or scale that provides clear 

assessment criteria. A scale allows students to figure out 

where they currently stand relative to the learning goal, 

and helps them engage in goal setting to progress further. 

In Washington State, because we have adopted the 

Common Core Standards, which utilize the Smarter 

Balanced Assessment (SBA) to monitor students’ 

attainment or growth toward those standards, the 

assessment criteria are easily accessed.  

SBA Item Specifications provide Achievement Level 

Descriptors (ALDs) for each Target along with Construct 

Relevant Vocabulary. By putting these ALDs together by 

grade band and providing collaboration opportunities, 

teams of teachers can take a very specific look at the 

learning progression for each Target. Districts using the 

Marzano Instructional Framework and are familiar with 

scales can use the ALD learning progressions to modify 

existing scales. For school districts not accustomed to 

using scales, there are excellent free webinars and 

resources available from Marzano’s Research Laboratory. 

Whether using Marzano scales or the ALDs as the learning 

progressions, it is a robust experience for any team to 

review the ALDs and examine current instructional 

materials to find overlap or gaps. Teams should be asking 

themselves, “Where in our current curriculum are we 

teaching each Target and the Construct Relevant 

Vocabulary?” 

A Marzano Scale provides clarity of direction in the 

learning journey. The learning goal is reflected in Level 3 

of the scale. The Level 2 contains the more simple 

processes and required vocabulary necessary to be able to 

accomplish the learning goal. The real-life application of 

learning, or in-depth inference that goes beyond what is 

explicitly taught in class, is the reason WHY we are 

engaging in the learning goal, and “lives” in Level 4. One 

could make the argument that the standards-based unit 

should BEGIN with Level 4 to establish the WHY, the 

relevance, and initiate curiosity and wonderment within 

students. This is why each unit of instruction should be 

tied to a meaningful essential question, which guides the 

learning in the entire unit. It is the heart of backward 

design. 

For example, let us say a teacher is about to embark upon 

a science unit having to do with the study of water. 

Instead of starting with activities focused on recall or 

memorization of terms, the teacher would begin by telling 

the class that they are about to start a science unit on 

water and say, “At your tables discuss this question: what 

would happen if we woke up tomorrow and all the rivers 

in Washington State had run dry?” The teacher has 

allowed all students to engage in a high-level discussion 

about water that establishes not only relevance, but 

curiosity about how to go about ensuring the health of our 

water systems.  

In a standards-based unit, scales tells us all WHERE we are 

headed and how we can engage our learners in future-

oriented goal setting with purpose and HOPE. The scale is 

essential as the backbone of assessments and a tool for 

students to track their own progress. Figure 4 is an 

example of a scale developed by a team that includes the 
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language from SBA Targets with the specific standards 

(WSD, 2018d). 

Assessments  

Black and Wiliam’s research outlines the importance of 

formative assessments. "An assessment activity can help 

learning if it provides information that teachers and their 

students can use as feedback in assessing themselves and 

one another and in modifying the teaching and learning 

activities in which they are engaged. Such assessment 

becomes “formative assessment” when the evidence is 

actually used to adapt the teaching work to meet learning 

needs. (Black, et al., 2004).” So how do we use assessment 

that will truly inform both the teacher and student on not 

only progress, but also what to do next? 

This is where it is good to keep in mind that there is more 

to the SBA than just summative assessments. The SBA 

System consists of three major parts: the Summative 

Assessments, Interim Assessment Blocks (IABs) and the 

Digital Library. The IABs use the same log in, tools, and 

question stems as the Summative and can be used any 

time by teachers to provide instructional support and as a 

formative assessment tool, which makes them invaluable. 

The WCAP includes the Airways Reporting System, which 

allows teachers to see students’ IAB results and provides 

links to accompanying Connections Playlists from the 

Smarter Balanced Digital Library. Described on one page 

and color-coded, Playlists show what a student who is 

performing “Below Standard” needs to do next to move 

up to “At/Near Standard,” and what the student needs to 

do to move to “Above Standard.” Teachers can use this 

resource to provide differentiated instruction in Tier 1 as 

well as explicit additional supports in Tiers 2 and 3.  

Data Analysis with Reflection: PLC Questions and 

Students as Assessment Partners 

The four Professional Learning Community (PLC) 

questions are instrumental in implementing standards-

based unit plans. In order to be able to create and use 

both scales and leveled assessments that match the 

scales, grade-level and/or content teams must come 

together to answer, “What do students need to know and 

be able to do?” and “How will we know if they learned it?” 

The Connections Playlists support teachers in knowing 

“What do we do when students have not learned the 

content?” and “What do we do when they have learned 

it?” 

Having students be able to answer the four PLC questions 

takes us even closer to the missing piece in equity. 

Research by Hattie shows that if we have a system in 

which student self-evaluate, reflect, and set learning 

goals, the effect size is significant; about 3 grade levels of 

growth in one year. 

When we reflect upon the Washington State 

Teacher/Principal Evaluation Program Frameworks upon 

which teachers are not only evaluated, but more 

importantly, which guide effective instruction based on 

over 40 years of research, students as assessment 

partners is indicative of a Distinguished teacher. As one of 

the Framework authors states, “Teachers work toward 

helping students monitor and adjust their own learning. 

This of course, is only possible when students are clear 

about the learning outcome from the start of instruction 

(Danielson, 2007, p. 331). Further, “…for students to 

monitor their own learning, students must know the 

criteria for assessment and, at the highest level of 

performance, students themselves have a hand in 

articulating criteria (Danielson, 2007, p. 334).” The 

Marzano Framework is very specific in what constitutes 

Proficient teaching by stating, “The teacher provides a 

clearly stated learning target (daily) and/or learning goal 

(longer term). The learning goal is accompanied by a scale 

or rubric that describes levels of performance. 

Additionally, the teacher monitors students’ 

understanding of the learning target/goal and the levels of 

performance” (Marzano Teacher Evaluation Rubrics for 

Washington State, 2018, p.1). The Center for Educational 

Leadership (CEL) 5 descriptor for Distinguished states, 

“Lessons are based on grade level standards. The daily 

learning target(s) align to the standard. Students can 

rephrase the learning target(s) in their own words” 

(University of Washington Center for Educational 

Leadership, 2016, p. 1). It goes further in stating that, 

“Students can explain why the learning target(s) are 

important” (University of Washington Center for 

Educational Leadership, 2016, p. 1).  Data analysis with 

reflection, therefore, belongs to both the teacher and 
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student and is an essential component of standards-based 

unit planning to realize equity. 

Final Thoughts 

No assessment or unit planning process overrides the 

importance of a safe, relationship-based learning 

environment and effective instruction in every classroom. 

Furthermore, equity requires ongoing embedded 

professional development through a professional learning 

community model focused on teacher and student 

learning. However, no single teacher or even a single great 

team in a building, no matter how skilled, can ensure 

equity in a school. Equity requires “all-in” systems that 

establish high expectations and challenging Tier 1 

instruction for every student. This requires leadership 

with a vision to bring together the required time and 

resources to establish the necessary elements of 

standards-based unit planning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are schools around our great state that have started 

this work and are already having an impact. Let’s all reach 

out and share best practices across districts so we can get 

even better together. It is time to close the achievement 

gap once and for ALL. 

  

ASCD Emerging Leader Program  
Are You an Emerging Leader? 
You learn. You teach. Are you ready to lead? 
ASCD is seeking a select, powerful, active group of education professionals to become the next generation of ASCD leaders. 
Are you up for the challenge?  Learn more: Who are ASCD Emerging Leaders? Are you and Emerging Leader? The application 
window for Emerging Leaders will open May 1, 2019. 

Washington State ASCD Emerging Leaders 2018  

 

Alissa Farias 

Data Coach, former Spanish 
Teacher, Tacoma Public Schools 
@laprofefarias 

 

Shannon Szymczak 

7th Grade Language Arts Teacher and 
AVID Coordinator, Tacoma Public 
Schools @bookemshanno 
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Figure 1: Three-year Target Report for Math Claim 1 (Concepts and Procedures).  
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Figure 2: Three-year Target Report for English Language Arts with a menu of Interim Assessment Blocks 

that go with each target.  
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Figure 3: Priority Standards Map for English Language Arts.  
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Figure 4: Reading Literacy Scale for Key Details (Target 1) and Reasoning and Evidence (Target 4). 
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Core Instruction: 

The Foundation to 

Learning 
By: Alissa Farias 
 
If you asked an educator if they believe if all students can 

learn, many will respond with a resounding yes! If you 

then asked if all students can meet standard, you will get 

an array of responses from a resounding yes, to silence, to 

excuses and blame. Translation, all students can 

learn but not everyone believes that all 

students are capable of reaching 

standard. But if all students can 

learn, why can’t all students meet 

standard?  

As a data coach, I spend a good 

portion of my time working with 

teachers and administrators 

looking at data to tell a story. We 

continuously ponder why all 

students aren’t at standard and 

why so many continually fall 

further and further behind. We hope 

to find some answer in the data for 

how to fix the problem. No matter what 

the data says or what patterns exist, research 

suggests that, among school-related influences, teachers 

matter most. When looking at student performance on 

reading and math tests, a teacher is estimated to have two 

to three times the impact of any other school factor (Rand 

Education and Labor, n.d.). The teacher is the architect 

constructing a lesson with the student as their inspiration. 

Like any building, at the center is the base, the foundation, 

the core. This is also true for the classroom. Core 

instruction is the foundation for learning. If we want 

students to succeed and meet standard, we need to shift 

our focus to the quality of instruction implemented during 

core instruction. It is there, at the core, where students 

are challenged and provided opportunities for growth. 

Based on research from the RTI Action Network, to 

continue to decrease the gap for students below grade 

level, we need to ensure that ALL students are receiving 

core instruction at least 70% of the time. Too often, 

students who are below standard are pulled out of class 

for interventions or provided work below grade level 

standard. This is the opposite of what it means to 

challenge ALL students.  

Core Instruction  

Core instruction is teaching the whole class, grade level-

standards with research based, high yield, differentiated, 

culturally responsive instruction. Core instruction is not 

pulling out below grade level students and sending them 

to an intervention room while the teacher 

instructs the rest of the class without 

them. It involves all the students in the 

classroom and encompasses 70% of 

the instruction time. That is right, 

70% of the instruction time with 

all students. The reality is, when a 

student is pulled for intervention 

support, they are being pulled 

from the core classroom and 

taught material that always 

seems to be one or more steps 

below grade level and not at the 

pace of the general class. The more 

students are pulled out of class for 

interventions, the fewer opportunities 

they have to be taught at grade level with their 

peers in heterogenous groupings. Education for students 

is like running a race. Each one is running towards the goal 

of graduation (plus college acceptance, scholarships, 

career goals) and when we continuously pull students out 

of the race and try to throw them back in, they will never 

catch up. It isn’t that interventions do not support student 

learning, but core instruction is at the center of teaching 

and all students, even those below grade level, must be 

part of it. In fact, the point of core instruction is to get 80% 

of students at grade level standard and that eventually 

interventions are no longer needed (Fisher & Frey, 

“If we want students 

to succeed and meet 

standard, we need to 

shift our focus to the 

quality of instruction 

implemented during 

core instruction.” 
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2010).  Too often the focus is placed on tier 2 and tier 3 

invention support, which are only meant as supplemental 

support to core instruction. A small number of students 

need supplemental small group interventions, but these 

should be done in the classroom. For instance, during 

breakout groups or a workshop model, to avoid disrupting 

access to core instruction. To clarify, the breakout groups 

are intended to support students with accessing the 

learning targets that the entire class is engaged in and not 

an opportunity for an interventionist to come in and teach 

a separate lesson with a separate learning target. 

Data Informed Practice 

Throughout core instruction, data needs to be collected to 

monitor student growth and inform practice. Data is also 

for students to reflect and own their growth by setting 

goals and celebrating successes. It is through data 

informed cycles that teachers can pin point areas of 

growth for students and reflect on how to improve their 

own practice. Start with the standard being taught, build 

rubrics that explicitly state what a student can do at each 

level (below to exceeding standard) and measure students 

on this rubric multiple times throughout the year. Then, 

provide descriptive timely feedback to students focused 

on their potential to grow (Chaparro, et al., 2015). The 

data gathered, quantitative and qualitative, will inform 

what strategies are working and what areas need 

improvement and next steps. Have patience as growth 

happens in small chunks and mimics a wave, with some 

increases and some decreases. It is not always a straight 

upward trend but should have a long-term incline. Using 

data to inform instructional practice is important because 

data doesn’t lie. It tells a factual, honest story about what 

is really happening. Data analysis should only take 30% of 

planning time with the other 70% focused on action plans 

which drive improving practice. It is in the data, that we 

gain knowledge into what students know and don’t know 

and what is working and what isn’t.  

Proficient teachers understand the complexity of teaching 

and are reflective, continually improving their practice 

and instructional strategies with an emphasis on student 

growth. These teachers have a comprehensive 

understanding of the discipline they teach along with the 

prerequisite skills required for students to be successful. 

Supporting all our teachers to be reflective, life-long 

learners and willing to continuously improve their practice 

is a continuous process and means shifting the attention 

away from tier 2 and 3 supports, and back to the core. 

Imagine the Response to Intervention pyramid and where 

core instruction/tier 1 fits. At the bottom, and the 

foundation that tier 2 and 3 supports are built off of. It is 

foundational, the larger portion of the pyramid and the 

place where the primary focus should be.   

Differentiation is Foundational to Core 

Instruction 

The fundamental rule of core instruction is that students 

are taught grade level standards whether they are at 

standard or not. A student can never learn what they are 

not exposed to. This does not mean that students sit 

quietly at their desks working on a packet with grade level 

prompts. Students need to be actively taught grade level 

material through quality instruction. Teachers should 

continuously participate in data driven decision-making, 

informed by student data from their classrooms, to 

improve their instruction. Instructional strategies are vast 

and can include modeling, providing amble opportunities 

for students to process, practice and respond to the 

information, scaffolding prompts and clue, collaborative 

learning and problem solving (Chaparro, Nese, & 

McIntosh, org 2015; Rosenshine, 2012). Other examples 

include explicit instruction such as connecting to prior 

knowledge, clear learning goals and scaffolding learning 

experiences (Chaparro, Nese, & McIntosh, org 2015). 

Interventioncentral.org has guidelines for what core 

instruction looks like in practice with the research to back 

it up and a great place to start when supporting teachers 

in improving their craft. (Interventioncentral.org, 2013). 

Find time for teachers to get together either in grade level 

teams or within similar content areas to constantly reflect 

on their practice with data as the driver.   

Because core instruction is for all students, teachers must 

address the unique learning styles, level of knowledge and 

prior history of each individual. This is where 

differentiation comes to play in lesson planning. 

Differentiation is using a variety of instructional strategies 

to teach the same material to all students. (Weselby, 
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2014). No matter what high yield strategy is selected, 

differentiation is key to ensure all students are challenged 

(Frey & Fisher, 2017). If differentiation is not part of core, 

it is not core. It is impossible to plan a lesson and not 

address the unique perspectives and experiences each 

student brings with them. This also includes having a 

culturally responsive lens which can be one of the most 

powerful pieces of core instruction (Hammond & Jackson, 

2015).  

Core Instruction as Equitable Practice 

When we wonder why students aren’t at grade level and 

how to get them there, we cannot throw interventions 

around as if they are the sole answer. We need to instead 

shift our focus back to core instruction and improving the 

quality of the teacher in the classroom with action steps 

driven by data. All students should be provided the 

opportunity to learn in challenging core instruction and 

when we shift our focus to interventions, we steal the 

opportunity from them and from the teacher to improve 

their practice.  
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The Contextual 

Model of Learning 

and Montessori 
By: Jennifer Wyld 
 
Initially designed as a framework for thinking about 

informal or free-choice learning settings, the Contextual 

Model of Learning is a useful lens through which to view 

the Montessori pedagogy and its focus on nurturing the 

whole child to reach their potential.  The Contextual 

Model of Learning, conceived by John Falk and Lynn 

Dierking (2011), was originally called the Interactive 

Experience Model.  It arose out of an attempt to consider 

both the commonalities and unique qualities that exist 

among the broad array of free-choice learning settings 

and experiences, from museums to MOOCS.  As a result, 

it is an interesting frame to consider Montessori, a 

pedagogy known for being student directed and 

therefore, a setting where learners exercise a lot of 

choice.   

The Contextual Model of Learning involves three contexts, 

the personal context, the socio-cultural context, and the 

physical context.  While learning happens at the nexus of 

the three contexts, personal, socio-cultural, and physical, 

it is useful to look at the three contexts separately, 

especially as a way to explore what happens in a 

Montessori classroom. 

Contextual Model of Learning 

Montessori is a pedagogy started by Maria Montessori, 

one of the first women trained as a medical doctor in Italy 

in the late 1800’s.  She began her work with children after 

observing them in a clinical setting.  She used her scientific 

perspective to recognize that some of their “abnormal 

behaviors” were due to a lack of intellectual stimulation 

and that when she came up with activities for them to do 

and for materials for them to interact with, they were able 

to outperform their peers on standardized tests. As a 

result of this, she wondered how her ideas would impact 

children who were considered “normal” and was given a 

classroom in a housing project for working families in 

Rome to start her first classroom, the Casa Dei Bambini in 

1907 (Montessori, 2002).  From this beginning, 

Montessori spent the next 40 years observing children all 

over the world and developed a pedagogy that was based 

on how to best meet the needs of the “universal child” 

(Montessori, 2002).   

The Personal Context 

Every individual has an array of experiences, of both a 

formal and informal nature. These experiences are 

tempered by the unique interests and motivations of the 

individuals.  While one individual might be interested in 

dinosaurs, another might be drawn to making maps, 

writing stories, building rockets, or any from an endless list 

of topics. And furthermore, most individuals have multiple 

interests that may be complementary or contradictory. 

Therefore, the personal context of learning is important to 

consider.  

A central tenet of the Montessori philosophy is “follow the 

child”.  Montessori classrooms are places that are learner 

centered.  Students freely choose materials, work as long 

as the activity is meeting their needs for self-construction, 

and then put the materials back on the shelf for someone 

else to use (Montessori, 1989, 2002).  Teachers give 

lessons to individuals or small groups, as those students 

are ready for them.  Instead of a set curriculum, teachers 

have albums of lessons for each content area. They 

present lessons to the students, often introducing them to 

a classroom material, that the student will then engage 

with to deeply understand a concept or master a skill 

(Montessori, 2002).  Teachers spend much of their time 

observing the students and use this information to 

determine what lessons their students are ready for next.  

Using tools like work journals and regular mini-

conferences with their teachers, students are also 

responsible for managing much of their time.  During the 

conferences, teachers can help the students look at trends 

in regards to what subjects they have been focusing on, or 

avoiding, and come up with plans for the next week 

(Montessori, 1994).  Teachers can also use this 
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information to help them know what to focus on with 

each student.   

Students are also able to take on much of the physical 

maintenance of the classroom environment, with daily 

jobs to ensure that the space is maintained and organized.  

Care for classroom pets and food preparation are also 

responsibilities of the children.  Even young children dust 

shelves and materials and adolescents can prepare meals 

for their classmates and care for livestock or run a class 

business.  Beyond academic skills and maintaining the 

environment, Montessori has a focus on Grace and 

Courtesy, where social skills and graces are explicitly 

taught and practiced (Montessori, 1989).  In this way, the 

students are also able to manage much of their 

own and their peer’s behaviors using tools 

such as class meetings, peace tables, or 

mediation practices.    

The Socio-Cultural Context 

The socio-cultural context lets 

one consider how the individual 

is shaped by the time and place, 

the culture, in which they 

develop. The people around us 

can impact the things we think, 

believe, and the ways we act. In 

addition, we usually learn from 

others, and as with experiences, we 

learn from others in both formal and 

informal ways. There are often people 

who serve the role of “teacher” who convey 

information and skills to others. Yet, we also learn by 

watching others, consciously and unconsciously picking up 

cues. 

One of the qualities that distinguishes a Montessori 

classroom environment is the mixed ages.  Maria 

Montessori broke development into four distinct stages. 

These encompass ages 0-6, 6-12, 12-18, and 18-24 and 

there is a teacher training for each of them. Within these 

groupings classrooms most often contain a three-year 

grouping.  Ages 0-3 are in Assistants to Infancy or toddler 

programs.  The Casa, also called the Primary is for ages 3-

6 and is the most common and well-known Montessori 

environment.  For the elementary years, the classes are 

often split into a lower elementary with ages 6-9 and an 

upper elementary classroom for ages 9-12, although some 

programs include all six years.  Adolescent programs for 

ages 12-15 are often part of middle schools while 15-18 

year-olds are in Montessori high schools.   

Some of the features of a multi-age classroom are that the 

same teacher is ideally with those students for the three 

years they are in that level. This allows for a deeper 

relationship between the adult and the child or young 

adult.  As the children spend so many years in a group, 

they are also able to develop deep connections and form 

a strong community (Montessori, 1989).  Another benefit 

of this structure is the natural opportunities for peer 

teaching and learning.  This can arise from the 

incidental learning that happens as children 

watch others in their class or more 

intentionally as students who are 

already familiar with a material or 

concept can work with someone 

who is not, and teach them.  On a 

subtler level, having a wider age 

range also creates a diversity of 

skill levels in the classroom, so 

students can work comfortably at 

their own pace in different 

subject areas without needing a 

label of advanced or remedial.  

They are just working where they 

along their own developmental path 

and most likely someone else in the 

classroom is ready for the same lesson or activity 

and you can often see children of different ages 

interacting in a variety of ways (Montessori, 2002).    

The Physical Context 

Within the physical context, the model considers the 

actual place and physical objects in the setting where the 

learning and meaning making happen.  On a very basic 

level, the orientation of chairs in a room influence where 

we direct our attention. It also includes the tools, both the 

physical and virtual resources available to learners. The 

tools, materials, and activities that are present in a place 

influence the learning that happens there (National 

Research Council [NRC], 2009). 

“With their multi-age 

groupings and focus on 

grace and courtesy, 

Montessori classrooms 

are a place where the 

community is 

important.” 
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As stated in Falk and Dierking’s book, Lessons Without 

Limit (2002), “the primary teacher in our lives is the world 

in which we live” (p. 47-48). While one aspect of this world 

is the others who inhabit it, the place itself affects what 

and how learning happens. At one level, learning happens 

more effectively when the physical environment meets 

the biological needs of the learner such as light level, 

temperature, and the size of the space. Humans respond 

to sounds, smells, colors, and other visual cues.  This also 

includes the materials found in a setting.  Furthermore, 

individuals have a desire to learn the knowledge and tasks 

of the culture one is born into which led to Montessori’s 

observation that the child wants to do “real” work 

(Montessori, 1989). 

Another distinguishing feature of the Montessori setting 

is the prepared environment.  This is the idea that the 

environment itself can be designed to encourage 

independent learning as the students explore the space 

and interact with the materials.  There is usually a variety 

of seating choices, from individual tables, to small 

groupings, spaces for children to work on the floor, and 

whole group meeting areas.  With an attention to the 

aesthetics of the setting, as often as possible, Montessori 

environments are full of natural light, natural materials, 

and plants. To offer the children more autonomy, the 

furniture is sturdy but lightweight, so they can rearrange 

the space as needed.  Clutter is kept to a minimum and the 

materials are laid out so that students can access them 

from low, open shelves.   

The classroom materials are also intentionally designed in 

a way to appeal to learners.  Natural materials are used as 

much as possible, with many primary materials made of 

wood and usually of solid colors. Color can also have 

meaning to help learners organize information. For 

example, in the elementary math materials, units are 

green, tens are blue, hundreds are red, and this pattern is 

repeated for each category as units of thousands would 

also be green, tens of millions would be blue and so on.  

This is done to emphasize patterns that exist.  There are 

many examples of this, ingenious ways that abstract ideas 

are made more concrete (Montessori, 2002). 

When an individual interacts with an artifact or tool it 

affects their learning and thinking (NRC, 2009). 

Montessori classrooms are most often associated with the 

specific manipulative materials that were designed to help 

make abstract ideas more concrete. A material called the 

“binomial cube” is a 3-dimensional representation of the 

mathematical equation of (a+b)3, with separate cubes or 

rectangular prisms to represent each part, a3, 3a2b, 3ab2, 

and b3. The intention of the binomial cube is to allow the 

learner to integrate the geometrical pattern of this 

algebraic formula, so that they will see the pattern and 

know how to cube any binomial they encounter 

(Montessori, 2002). Children in Montessori are exposed to 

this material in preschool setting, first using almost as a 

puzzle, to explore the patterns. In elementary, the 

material is initially used to explore binomials using 

numerals and later with variables (a, b, or x, y etc…) as 

algebra is learned (Montessori, 2002). This is an example 

of how activity with a material representation can affect 

learning and thinking.  

The Contextual Model of Learning and 

Montessori 

As Montessori educators “follow the child” they strive to 

create environments where self-construction can happen.  

Autonomy and self-management are encouraged and 

even nurtured.   

With their multi-age groupings and focus on grace and 

courtesy, Montessori classrooms are a place where the 

community is important.  Students teach each other, 

prepare food for each other, and practice conflict 

resolution.  Even the physical space is designed to support 

a socio-cultural experience of collaboration and non-

hierarchical learning.  

Youth are given access to tools, hands-on manipulative 

materials, to facilitate learning. These tools are authentic, 

the same tools they will need to master as they strive for 

independence, physical, intellectual, and social. From the 

practical life materials such as using a button dressing 

frame in a primary classroom to the land-based 

experiences often encouraged for the adolescents, the 

tools are real.   

Montessori embodies all three contexts of the contextual 

model of learning- the personal, socio-cultural, and 

physical, and the whole is greater than the parts. 
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Universal Design for 

Learning: Rigorous and 

Personalized Instruction 

for All Learners 
By: Cyndi Caniglia 
 
Universal Design, an architectural response to provide 

persons with disabilities access to physical spaces and 

products, benefits all of us on a daily basis. Over the past 

two decades, the principles of Universal 

Design have been applied to education, 

known as Universal Design for Learning 

(UDL; Meyer, Rose, & Gordon, 

2014). Universal Design for 

Learning is supported by the 

principles of Universal Design, 

but uses language and principles 

applicable to education.  

Most simply described, UDL is an 

instructional framework that 

minimizes barriers and maximizes 

accessibility to learning for all 

students. The three principles of UDL 

(multiple means of representation; 

multiple means of action and expression; 

and multiple means of engagement) are 

organized under nine guidelines with thirty-two specific 

checkpoints and provide guidance for instructional design 

and delivery (Meyer, Rose, & Gordon, 2014; see 

http://udlguidelines.cast.org). These guidelines and 

checkpoints are grounded in over twenty years of 

neuroscience and education research on learning 

differences and supportive learning environments. 

Universal Design for Learning identifies effective 

curriculum as having four components: 1) Goals which 

provide appropriate levels of challenge and actively 

involve all learners; 2) Assessment which is ongoing, 

flexible, and actively informs and involves learners; 3) 

Methods which are adjusted continuously based on 

learner needs in an inclusive, collaborative environment; 

and 4) Materials which are flexible and varied to support 

all students’ learning (Meyer, Rose, & Gordon, 2014).  

The Journey 

In Fall of 2018, a team of Eastern Washington educators 

that included seven rural middle school teachers who 

taught math, science, ELA, history, and special education, 

a teacher education faculty member from a local 

university, and two consultants from a state-sponsored 

technology center, joined to begin implementation of 

UDL. The team wanted a framework that would provide 

equitable access to rigorous curriculum for every student. 

UDL provided that framework. The team formed a 

professional learning community (PLC) which 

met bi-weekly, and read the book UDL 

Now!: A Teacher’s Guide to Applying 

Universal Design for Learning in 

Today’s Classrooms (Novak, 2016). 

Given the constraints of time and 

a limited knowledge of UDL, the 

team chose to begin small and to 

take an exploratory approach. 

Members individually identified a 

select few checkpoints from the 

UDL guidelines to implement in 

their classrooms. Time during PLC 

meetings involved discussion about 

new learning as well as the successes 

and challenges of UDL implementation. 

During the bi-weekly meetings team members 

discussed questions and challenges as the principles of 

UDL were applied. 

Questions, Motivations, and Initial 

Perceived Barriers 

Teachers began the journey with the motivation to try 

something new. They saw this as an opportunity with the 

potential to increase student engagement, to teach in a 

way that provided students with more options for success 

in a way that recognized and built upon student strengths, 

and to ensure students were appropriately challenged. 

 

“UDL is an instructional 

framework that 

minimizes barriers and 

maximizes accessibility 

to learning for all 

students.” 
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Some were drawn to the fact that implementation of UDL 

practices would provide better access to technology, 

better tools for students, and would likely generate higher 

student interest in learning.  

Teachers also had several questions and apprehensions. 

During the initial PLC meeting teachers wondered how 

much additional work this would add to their preparation 

time and whether or not it would detract from 

instructional time. They had concerns about the impact of 

UDL practices on classroom management and wondered 

if use of UDL would allow for alignment of instruction to 

standards. Knowing that implementation of UDL included 

guidelines such as the provision of alternate tools to 

access curriculum components and choices in assignment 

completion, teachers questioned the time involved and 

logistics of helping students learn to access and use tools 

best suited for them, how to help guide students toward 

making appropriate choices in completing assignments, 

and how to ensure students wouldn’t choose options that 

provided an ‘easy way out’. 

Seven Months into the Journey 

Seven months into the journey teachers reflected upon 

how their approach to teaching had been influenced since 

beginning the UDL focused PLC. Teachers shared they had 

become more intentional in providing students with 

different strategies to approach completion of an 

assignment. They have provided more choices related to 

how students could demonstrate knowledge and 

understanding as well as choices in the level of challenge 

students wanted to engage in. All students were held to 

the same standards and the same level of rigor; however 

they were provided options that allowed them to meet 

standards in a more personalized way. 

Approaching instruction and design through the lens of 

UDL has created an opportunity for the teachers to think 

“outside the box” and to become more conscious of 

instructional design that promotes conditions for students 

to be more involved in their own learning. Reflecting on 

changes made with the implementation of UDL, one 

teacher shared, “I am now looking at how I can offer the 

supports that I would normally use for some [students] to 

everyone” (A. Dunn, personal communication, March 21, 

2019). 

Perceived Benefits of UDL 

Teachers reported several benefits as a result of 

approaching instruction through a UDL lens. They felt 

students were more engaged and enthusiastic about 

learning. One teacher shared, “…[students] reveal[ed] 

abilities that we would never realize with traditional 

means of teaching and learning” (K. Hamilton, personal 

communication, March 21, 2019). Students who wanted 

and needed more of a challenge were able to stretch 

further than teachers thought they could or would choose 

to because the limitations often present with traditional 

assignments and teacher-determined project guidelines 

were removed. Students who received support from 

special education services demonstrated more 

independence with large assignments in the general 

education classroom because the tools and choices built 

into assignments enabled them to show their learning in 

ways that worked best for them.  

Teachers noticed that students who previously struggled 

with assignments were more independent and successful 

in completing assignments. Teachers felt this was because 

students were excited to choose how to demonstrate 

their learning, and were invested in their decision and 

engaged in their choice. As one teacher shared, “Students 

are more able to connect with material because they can 

access the information in a way that best works for them 

and show their understanding in various ways” (A. Dunn, 

personal communication, March 21, 2019). Teachers also 

noted that student behaviors typically present during 

instruction decreased while engagement increased during 

lessons where UDL principles were intentionally used.  

One teacher chose to interview her students about a large 

project they had recently completed. Students were asked 

to read a novel then reflect their knowledge about the 

characters and the plot through a project of their choice. 

The teacher provided a rubric that required students to 

demonstrate knowledge related to specific standards, but 

allowed students to choose how they demonstrated their 

knowledge. The teacher shared that students liked the 

opportunity to choose what fit them best as learners, and 
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challenged them, but not so much that it frustrated them. 

Students liked the freedom to choose how to demonstrate 

their learning and shared that they felt they were able to 

better understand the book they had read. They also 

indicated that they felt they were better able to show 

their teacher what they had learned because they weren’t 

focused on memorizing information for a test.  

Perceived Barriers of UDL 

Some of the initial concerns teachers had about 

implementation of UDL as a framework to their teaching 

prevail. As they consider moving deeper into learning 

about and implementing UDL practices they remain 

concerned about the time implementation of UDL 

practices takes. One of the challenges they found in 

planning for students to better access instruction is that it 

takes more intentional planning on the forefront, and a 

new way of thinking.  

Future Directions 

When asked how they would define UDL to a colleague at 

this point in the process, one teacher described it this way:  

UDL is a way of meeting the educational needs of our 

students in order to help them become independent, life-

long learners. Through UDL, students figure out what 

works best for them when interacting with, producing, 

and expanding upon information presented in class (M. 

Poindexter, personal communication, March 21, 2019).  

The team recognizes that any kind of meaningful and 

effective implementation is a lengthy process; a 

marathon, not a sprint; and, that they have just begun the 

journey. However, the path they are on is one that in a 

very short time has produced meaningful differences for 

both the teachers and the students. Approaching 

instruction through the framework of UDL has allowed 

teachers to meet the full range of learners in their 

classroom in a way that that is rigorous, equitable, and 

personalized for each student in their classroom.   
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Challenging All 

Students: Rigorous 

Tasks and Assessments 
By: Barbara Blackburn, Abbigail 

Armstrong, and Melissa Miles 
 
There have been many calls to increase the level of rigor, 

or the level of challenge, for students.  In response to 

current, more rigorous standards, as well as to meet the 

need to prepare students for college and careers, teachers 

and leaders are exploring ways to challenge all 

students. 

Although the instructional strategies 

to scaffold learning are critical, it is 

helpful to use backwards design.  

In other words, start with the end 

in mind.  Once we know and 

understand how students are 

expected to “show what they 

know”, we can plan our 

instruction.   

In this article, we will focus on 

sample assessments that challenge 

students, and help them meet 

rigorous expectations.  Each requires 

students to move beyond basic skills, to work 

at higher levels of thinking.  We will begin with 

science, then move to language arts and social studies, 

and finish with math.  We’ll also provide examples and 

adaptations for all grade levels.   

Science Examples 

In the following example typically used with primary 

students, rather than simply observing a situation and 

discussing it, students develop hypotheses through 

predictions, conduct a simple experiment, log the 

progress, and explain what happens.  They conclude by 

making connections to other situations. 

Example 1 

As a group, discuss seeds.  Ask students to predict 

what would happen if they plant a seed.  Then, ask 

each student to plant a seed in the dirt in his or her 

cup.  Place the cups around the room, using different 

variables, such as sunlight and indoor lighting.   Ask 

students to draw a picture in their science journals of 

what they think will happen.  Each day, observe the 

seeds and draw in science journals their current 

observations.  Discuss as a group what is happening 

and why.  After seeds have sprouted, ask students to 

compare their plants.  Why are they different or the 

same?  Draw this in journals.  Discuss as a class, with 

answers such as, "mine grew more because it was 

in the sun".  At the end, have each student 

explain why his or her plant grew the 

way it did and why (variables) Then, 

ask each to choose another place in 

the room they could have put his 

or her plant, and draw what 

would have happened there.  

Finally, ask students to explain 

how the variables (such as the 

sun) would make a difference 

with something similar (like the 

school garden), or something else 

in life (perhaps solar panels at the 

school).  

**Many teachers use this as step two.  

Step one is allowing all students to put their 

plants where they will grow, so they are not 

disappointed in this process if theirs does not grow. 

 Now let’s look at a high school example in which 

students develop a research question and design an 

investigation. 

Example 2 

Scientists are currently researching new aspects of 

immunobiology, with particular attention to innate 

immunity and adaptive immunity. Research at least 

three investigations related to a particular area of 

“Increasing the level of 

challenge of tasks, 

assignments, and other 

assessments is a critical 

part of a rigorous 

classroom that prepares 

students for college and 

careers.” 
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immunobiology. Formulate a specific research 

question related to immunobiology and design a new 

investigation that would allow you to find a solution 

to the question. Present your information to your 

group, providing a valid argument as to why your 

investigation would benefit society. You must cite 

specific evidence to support your claim. 

In this project related to immunobiology, students must 

describe, as well as compare and contrast, methods other 

scientists are using to investigate immunobiology, which 

also provides an opportunity for students to synthesize 

and connect information. Students then formulate an 

original problem, given a situation. Finally, students are 

developing a logical argument while citing supporting 

evidence. 

Language Arts/Social Studies Examples 

We chose to group these two subjects together because 

each of these tasks can be used in either class.  For the first 

example, let’s look at a middle school research and writing 

assignment. 

Example 1 

Research and Writing in English/Language Arts or 

Social Studies 

Choose a controversial issue of interest to you (or from 

an assigned time period/political platform). Use 

credible sources to research the various perspectives 

surrounding the topic. Based on the information 

learned, explain two or more possible solutions to the 

controversy that would address the key aspects of the 

issue. Finally, write a logical argument that contains a 

proposal/compromise to satisfy groups on both sides 

of the conflict. In your argument, be sure to explain 

how you will address the problem and justify your 

solution with logic and evidence from research. 

There are several characteristics of a rigorous assignment 

reflected above. First, students are required to evaluate 

credibility of sources, which is an aspect of reasoning, as 

they consider the validity and relevance of each source. 

Next, they must synthesize information from numerous 

sources and explain possible solutions before developing 

a compromise that would appease all opposing 

viewpoints. Finally, they must use evidence from their 

research to justify their solution and explain how they will 

accomplish it. 

You can adjust this activity for different topics and grade 

levels.  At earlier grade levels, you may choose to address 

issues of credibility as a group, guide the research process 

with more structure, and have them write a simpler 

analysis.  At the high school level, you may use this as is, 

or you may choose to make it more complex. 

One way to enhance the rigor of a history/social studies 

task is to explore perspectives through a dinner party.  

Although the sample below uses a high school topic, this 

is easily adjusted to other grade levels.  For example, in an 

elementary school, you could switch this to a reading and 

writing activity using characters from a book, perhaps in a 

new situation, such as a different ending to the book. 

Example 2 

Dinner Parties 

Imagine a dinner party with esteemed guests such as 

Stalin, Truman, Churchill and Eleanor Roosevelt. Using 

your knowledge of the Yalta, Potsdam and Tehran 

conferences in the 1940s, write a script in which these 

historical figures converse about their different views 

of what the world would look like after World War II. 

Choose a character and role-play this scenario, 

keeping the original integrity of your guest intact. At 

your dinner party, be sure to include what each 

historical figure would say about the state of society 

today. 

In this case, students must take information they have 

learned and go beyond the knowledge gained to 

internalize the information and use it in another format. 

Students are stepping into a role-play scenario, using 

evidence and reasoning to generate hypothetical 

conversation between people with opposing viewpoints 

while maintaining the essence of the person’s true 

personality. Finally, they are taking the knowledge about 

each of the persons and applying it to a current situation. 

This also requires them to move beyond the text, which in 

this case is what they have learned. While this assignment 

uses historical figures, it could easily be used with 

characters from a novel. 
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Math Examples 

We sometimes hear teachers say that math requires 

memorization and other rote actions, such as solving 

computational problems.  However, it is possible to build 

to a more rigorous task.  The high school example below 

shows how to make an adjustment. 

Example 1 

Review the three linear equations, each of which 

represent a real-life situation, as well as their 

solutions. Determine which, if any, of the solved 

problems are incorrect. If there is an equation that is 

solved incorrectly, justify why it is incorrect, solve it 

correctly and explain how you know it is now correct. 

There are several characteristics of a rigorous assignment 

reflected above. First, students are required to recognize 

and explain misconceptions, which is an aspect of 

reasoning as they consider the appropriateness of the 

solutions to the problems. Next, they must verify the 

reasonableness of their answers and provide a sound 

argument in support of their response that elaborates on 

the real-life situations. 

Notice in the next example that you can meet similar 

rigorous guideline in terms of identifying and explaining 

misconceptions.  Because it is designed for third grade, it 

includes more structure.  

Example 2 

(Grade 3) Mathematics Unit 3 

Directions:  Read each question two times.  Please 

CIRCLE the correct answer for each question.  Show 

your math thinking for each problem.  It’s okay to 

write on this test! 

1. MCC.3.OA.5. Joaquim was asked to determine if 

the equation below was true or false, and then he 

had to explain why.  Which answer choice was his 

explanation? 

3 x 3 x 3 > 9 x 3 

A. False, because the product of 9 x 3 is greater 

than the product of 3 x 3 x 3. 

B. False, because the two products are equal.  9 

x 3 is the same as 3 x 3 x 3.  You just 

decomposed the 9 into 3 x 3 before 

multiplying by the other 3. 

C. True, because when you multiply two factors 

together, you will get a smaller product than 

when you multiply three factors together. 

D. True, because the product of 9 x 3 is less than 

the product of 3 x 3 x 3.  

2.  MCC.3.OA.5  Now, you will try it yourself.  

Determine if the equation below is true of false.  

If it is true, solve the problem and explain how you 

know it is correct.  If it is false, explain why it is 

wrong, solve it correctly, and explain how you 

know it is now correct. 

2 x 2 x 3 < 4 x 3 

A Final Note 

Increasing the level of challenge of tasks, assignments, 

and other assessments is a critical part of a rigorous 

classroom that prepares students for college and careers.  

Planning from a backwards design or using rigorous 

assessments to then plan appropriate instruction can 

allow teachers to truly increase challenge for all students.  
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Personalize Instruction? 

Differentiate 

Curriculum? But How? 
By: Susan B. Heyer 
 
To begin, do not forget this mantra – the students should 

leave school each day more mentally spent than you, and 

wanting to come back for more, same as you! 

Curriculum and instruction that connects school to 

employment and entrepreneurial practices will naturally 

and organically interest students, get them 

engaged, and provide them with 

opportunities to do meaningful work. 

Keeping the task of personalizing 

and differentiating curriculum 

simple is the key! Remember, 

keeping it simple is not a sign that 

you are not doing “enough,” it is 

a sign that the students are doing 

most of the work. 

I know, I know, you have heard 

this before.  Nevertheless, how is 

still the most pressing question 

most teachers have. Before putting 

anything into practice, we must take a 

good look at ourselves and our daily teaching 

strategies and methods.  Have we really let go of 

trying to "teach" everything?  Or, are we still the "sage on 

the stage?" 

In order to provide students with appropriately 

challenging and personalized work we really must, really 

must, let go of controlling the curriculum and turn it over 

to the students.  In order to accomplish this style of 

learning, students will need your guidance, structure 

provided, taught expectations and know what the 

purpose or goal is.  They will also need to have the 

freedom to make choices and have encouragement to 

practice flexibility around learning and assessment 

strategies within the unit of instruction.  These are all 

reflective of employment and entrepreneurial practices 

that value personal input; thus, personalizing instruction 

and curriculum. 

Where do you start? Find the structure and strategies that 

are simple for you and that can be molded around your 

curriculum and standards.  For example, set up a unit of 

instruction using the menu format or the layered 

curriculum format.  Put one system to practice several 

times until you and your students master the 

personalization (choice) of these learning and assessment 

formats before integrating another format.  Keep it simple 

and doable! 

As Carol Ann Tomlinson (2015) reminds us, "Students have 

all sorts of hidden possibilities – teaching lets you 

bring that out."  She has done a fantastic 

job of taking the mystery out of 

differentiation practices and guiding 

us to remain focused on the 

learning opportunities provided 

for students. Because that is just 

it, we must provide opportunities 

for students; the opportunity to 

have choice is so important!  The 

choice to determine their 

learning goals and the choice to 

design the structure that will 

guide them toward personalized 

success. 

Ok, you got it, you understand what 

personalization and differentiation is – but 

how? 

Tomlinson guides us to bridge the world of practice 

(students doing the work) and research (based on 

evidence) toward recognizing differentiation as a 

mechanism, another tool in your belt, to adjust teaching; 

and, the practice provides support to both teachers and 

students.  Through Tomlinson's video series on ASCD, 

What the Experts Say, she states that "differentiation, at 

its best, insists on equity of access to high quality learning 

opportunities . . . if we taught all kids like they were smart, 

they would all be smarter" (Tomlinson, n.d.).  

"To provide students 

with appropriately 

challenging and 

personalized work . . . 

let go of controlling the 

curriculum and turn it 

over to the students." 
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Ian Byrd (n.d.) also does a fantastic job of providing 

teachers with support and guidance in differentiating and 

outlines three basic steps: pre-asses, accelerate, and add 

complexity.  Even though Ian's website and workshops 

focus on the work with gifted students, he is clear to point 

out, like Tomlinson, that what is good for gifted kids is 

good for all kids.  

To start, you must pre-assess  

As Byrd so simply puts it, "When you pre-assess, you get 

to skip content. You get to work with smaller groups. Your 

students are more likely to work on something interesting 

to them. A small investment up front saves you lots of 

time in the end"(para. 7).  

Byrd also points out that the most common reason for not 

pre-assessing is, “I don’t have time” (para 4).  Byrd helps 

us move over this bump-in-the-road by applying basic 

logic, "Now, I understand the sentiment, but this is like 

finding your car’s fuel tank at empty in the morning but 

saying, “I don’t have time to fill up with gas” and then 

driving to work. Yes, you’re saving a little time up front, 

but you’ll end up wasting a huge amount of time 

later”(para. 5-6)!  

Skip content?  Does that make you nervous?  Did you skip 

some required standards?  Again, think of employment 

and entrepreneurial practices.  Time, energy, and 

resources are not wasted or that would be poor business.  

Remember, the standards are the foundation, not the 

ceiling! 

Second, after you see where your 

students are at, the simplest way to 

differentiate is to accelerate 

Go faster?  Yes, research supported by the National 

Association for Gifted Children (NAGC, nd) has shown that 

when students have shown mastery of a subject and 

unnecessary curriculum is removed, there is no negative 

effect on test scores or performance between students 

whose work was compacted and students who did all of 

the work. 

Because many talented students receive little 

differentiation of instruction apart from their peers, they 

spend a great deal of time in school doing work that they 

have already mastered. Curriculum compacting allows 

these students to avoid having to relearn material they 

already know, which research has shown can lead to 

frustration, boredom and, ultimately, 

underachievement. This requires checking for 

understanding during your lesson, of course! 

Skip lessons, chapters, and units. Is there a lesson coming 

up that just reviews content from last year? Does your 

class really need it? Check your pre-assessment data to 

find out. Your “spiral curriculum” probably has a few too 

many spirals in it for your advanced students! You can 

differentiate by simply skipping or compressing this 

content. 

Some people get weird about letting kids go as fast as they 

can. However, school is here to serve students, not the 

other way around, right? If we have a student who can fly 

through 3rd grade, why on Earth would we stand in their 

way (Byrd, n.d.)? 

The third, and final, basic step:  Give 

Complex Work, Not Merely Difficult 

Work 

Plan quality differentiated tasks that are not just more 

work. Here is a very brief summary of difficult versus 

complex to get you thinking: 

● Difficult: One right answer. There is one correct, 

and already known, way to solve the problem. 

Things that are difficult are hard at first, but get 

easier with practice. 

● Complexity: Many starting points, many ending 

points, maybe no known solution or one best 

way to approach the problem. Things that are 

complex stay complex even as you gain 

experience.     

Difficulty feels like drudgery. Complexity is fun and often 

requires less planning on the teacher’s part (Byrd, n.d.)! 
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To Re-Cap 

To truly personalize instruction and differentiate 

curriculum, routinely apply three basic steps: 

1.  Pre-Assess 

2.  Accelerate 

3.  Add Complexity 

In doing so, you will be putting into place: 

● equitable access to high quality learning 

opportunities for all students; 

● personalized educational pathways; 

● authentic, meaningful, and truly engaging work 

that exposes student’s possibilities, talents, 

interests; and 

● skills reflective of employment and 

entrepreneurial practices. 

Ahh, now the students are challenged, mentally spent, 

and wanting to come back for more – and so are you! 
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Susan B. Heyer is a Highly Capable 

Coordinator/Differentiation Instructional 

Coach in the Port Angeles School District in 

Washington. The most fortunate turning 

point in her life and career was entering 

the master’s degree program in gifted and 

talented at the University of Alabama, under the tutelage 

of Professor Emeritus Dr. Carol Schlichter. 

 

 

THANK YOU to SHAPE 

Washington, for their 

continued support of 

Washington State 

ASCD’s Whole Child 

School Award.  The 

Whole Child School 

Award seeks to identify 

a Washington State School that has created a school 

culture with programs that exemplify two or more of the 

5 tenets of the Whole Child.  The recipient of the 2019 

Whole Child School Award, Jemtegaard Middle School in 

Washougal, WA, received $500 sponsored by SHAPE 

Washington.   

About SHAPE Washington 

Mission SHAPE Washington supports coordinated efforts 

to foster healthy, active, educated, youth in Washington 

State through professional development, advocacy, 

community outreach, and partnerships.  

The Society of Health and Physical Educators - Washington 

(SHAPE Washington), formerly known as the Washington 

Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and 

Dance (WAHPERD).  

SHAPE Washington is one of the oldest professional 

associations in Washington which is dedicated to the 

advancement and promotion of its allied fields of Health, 

Physical Education, Recreation, Dance, and Adapted 

Physical Education. 
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Multiple 

Exceptionalities in a 

Culture of Single 

Exceptionalities 
By: Teddy Benson 
 
Wyatt has a common story.  Due to changes in his family, 

over the past several years he has experienced a move 

from one home and school district to another. 

Wyatt’s new school has roughly 50% of 

students receiving free or reduced-price 

lunch that is about 80% Caucasian 

students. As a district, a major focus 

has been placed on supplemental 

education services, especially for 

remediation. Upon entrance into 

Wyatt’s new district and school, 

where I happen to act as a state 

funded reading interventionist, 

benchmark assessments were 

done to establish his level of 

proficiency for basic skills in both 

reading and mathematics. At the 

time of assessment, Wyatt was placed 

into a state funded Title I type program to 

support his reading skills. Assessments 

demonstrated that Wyatt was an advanced 

mathematician, but was among the lowest scoring 

students in his grade level for reading performance. As a 

result of these findings, Wyatt received reading 

intervention services for his entire fourth grade and the 

majority of his fifth grade life in his new school district. 

One of the responsibilities I hold as a reading 

interventionist is to communicate a child’s enrollment in 

my program to the child’s parents/guardians. This 

generally happens during parent/teacher conferences in 

October or February. At the October conference with 

Wyatt’s father, my teaching partner and I communicated 

our growing concerns about Wyatt’s lack of reading 

growth over the previous 12 months. Not only was his 

performance stagnant, but his attitude was showing 

increased levels of frustration, resulting in a decrease in 

motivation and willingness to engage in learning activities. 

On top of stagnant reading growth, Wyatt’s classroom 

teacher had growing concerns about Wyatt’s writing 

performance. 

No parent likes to hear that their child is struggling, but for 

Wyatt’s father, it affirmed what he had been seeing at 

home with Wyatt’s performance and behaviors. However, 

this realization didn’t come without a building sense of 

confusion. Wyatt is an incredibly gifted thinker, able to 

grapple with complex concepts, particularly in 

mathematics, yet his reading and writing 

achievement were well below grade 

level. The disconnect between his 

thinking and his reading and writing 

performance left Wyatt’s father 

confused and unsure of how to 

best support his son. Adding to 

his confusion, Wyatt’s father 

shared that in Wyatt’s previous 

school he had qualified for highly 

capable services. In fact, Wyatt 

did not just qualify for a minimal 

time pull-out program, he qualified 

for a full-time magnet school for 

gifted children. In order to qualify for 

this school, students must score in the 

97th percentile of the Cognitive Abilities Test 

(CogAT) for both the quantitative (math) and verbal 

(reading) subtests.  To add to the mayhem, there was a 

miscommunication when the move occurred, leaving 

Wyatt’s new school without the paperwork showing his 

highly capable qualification. 

The more opportunity I had to work with Wyatt, the more 

his multiple exceptionalities stood out. Faced with the 

reality of this bright young man that continuously 

struggled, it was time to advocate for more intense 

services. After discussing the idea of pursuing special 

“Supporting the 

identification and 

education of twice 

exceptional students is as 

much a social justice issue 

as the education of refugee 

students or students that 

have experienced trauma.” 
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education services with Wyatt’s father, a referral was 

completed.  

To many people, even in the special education world, 

twice exceptional students are an enigma. For some, it 

seems counterintuitive that a child could be highly 

capable, yet still need special services because of a 

learning disability or behavioral challenge. This was true 

for the Educational Specialist and Educational 

Psychologist assigned to work on Wyatt’s referral. 

Without malice, these professionals made comments like, 

“Can we have a highly capable student that is also in 

Special Education?” because of their lack of background 

and exposure to the idea of a twice exceptional child. 

Thankfully, these educators simply needed to be given 

some background and the opportunity to expand their 

own understanding of what giftedness means in reference 

to ability and performance.  

Ultimately, Wyatt qualified for special education services 

as the discrepancy between his ability and his 

performance spanned as great as 50 points in some 

instances. Being assessed by the fifth edition of the 

Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-5), Wyatt 

presented a visual spatial score above the 95th percentile 

and a processing speed above the 80th percentile, yet his 

fluid reasoning and working memory scores were below 

the 50th percentile. As a result, his full-scale IQ measured 

at a 102, almost in the center of the bell curve giving him 

an average intelligence quotient on this assessment. 

However, this score is not consistent with his scores on 

the CogAT, a second IQ scale. On the CogAT, Wyatt scored 

at the 95th percentile in quantitative and the 96th 

percentile in nonverbal. It became exceedingly clear that 

his learning disability was getting in the way. When 

comparing his cognitive assessment scores with his 

performance assessment scores, a massive discrepancy is 

visible. Being assessed by the Woodcock-Johnson in basic 

reading skills, reading comprehension, and written 

expression, Wyatt scored below the 25th percentile in 

everything, and below the 10th percentile in written 

expression and reading comprehension. All of these 

scores are below the average expected performance with 

the score achieved on written expression being over a 

standard deviation below average for Wyatt’s age and 

grade level. The difference between his cognition and 

performance was deemed clinically significant. It was clear 

Wyatt needed more than could be offered in a highly 

capable pullout program, a general education classroom, 

and a reading specific intervention program. 

This story is not one designed to instill fear or frustration 

with the public education systems of America. Public 

education is where a vast number of students with 

multiple exceptionalities wake up, go to school, and 

endure challenges that break down their confidence and 

leave them feeling as though they are stupid and unable 

to be successful in the school setting because of the 

unique ways in which their minds work. This story is 

designed as a means of communicating one child’s 

pathway to receiving services necessary for a more 

successful academic and personal career. Twice 

exceptional students need advocates and families that are 

informed and willing to tackle the obstacles in the way of 

children receiving all the services needed for children to 

reach their potential. These advocates need to be willing 

to work within the public education system in order to 

ensure appropriate service options to all twice exceptional 

students, not simply those who have personal advocates. 

As people across the country work with and for students 

with multiple exceptionalities, it becomes exceedingly 

important for everyone to advocate. Supporting the 

identification and education of twice exceptional students 

is as much a social justice issue as the education of refugee 

students or students that have experienced trauma. 

Though Wyatt’s learning disability could be more severe, 

his story is a reminder that with the help of dedicated 

family members and educators, students with gifts and 

challenges are able to receive services that help develop 

more capable learners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This story was first published on 2eNews.com on November 1, 

2018. It was adapted and reprinted with permission.   
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Teddy Benson is an elementary reading 

specialist. Though he spends his time 

working with struggling readers, he holds 

a Master’s degree in Gifted and Talented 

education from Whitworth University. 

He has a specific passion for supporting 

highly capable students gain equitable access to services. 

Teddy also spends time working as an adjunct faculty 

member at Whitworth University, working with 

undergraduate education students. 

 

MANY THANKS to KAPLAN EARLY LEARNING COMPANY, 

for their support of the Washington State ASCD 

Outstanding Young Educator Award for the last 2 years.  

The recipient of the 2019 OYEA, Jessica Sadler, received a 

$500 gift card to Kaplan Early Learning Company. 

 

Learn more about the recipients of the WSASCD awards 

program at http://wsascd.org/awards-overview/ . 

  

About Kaplan Early Learning Company 

In 1951, Leon and Renee Kaplan opened their first toy 

store in downtown Greensboro, NC. The store, Tiny Town, 

later moved to West Fifth Street in Winston-Salem, NC, 

where they continued to offer unique toys and gifts that 

promoted learning through play. In 1968, Leon founded 

Kaplan School Supply, which embodied his vision of 

providing developmentally appropriate resources that help 

foster the growth of the whole child—cognitively, 

physically, socially, and emotionally. Kaplan School Supply 

eventually became Kaplan Early Learning Company, which 

quickly developed into a leading international provider in 

the field of early care and education.  

 

Today, Kaplan Early Learning Company continues to 

embody Leon's vision by providing quality early childhood 

resources to school systems, childcare centers, and 

federally supported programs. The company's corporate 

headquarters is located in Lewisville, NC, and the site 

houses office space, a warehouse, a state-of-the-art 

distribution center, and the Kaplan Education Megastore. 

Thanks to the dedication, loyalty, and hard work of Kaplan 

employees, the company has tripled in size since 1990 and 

continues to be a leading international provider of 

products that enhance children's learning.  

  

Kathryn Gauthier 

Territory Manager for Washington, Oregon, and Idaho 
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Developing High 

Expectations and 

Educational Opportunities: 

Inclusive Higher Education 

Options for Students with 

Intellectual Disabilities 
By: Megan M. Griffin and Clare K. Papay 
 
Just a few decades ago, college was not considered 

a possibility for students with intellectual 

disability. Formerly known as mental 

retardation, intellectual disability 

encompasses individuals with 

certain specific genetic conditions 

(e.g., Down syndrome) as well as 

those individuals who do not 

have a particular medical 

diagnosis, but meet the criteria 

(e.g., have significant limitations 

in both intellectual functioning 

and adaptive behavior that 

manifest before the individual 

turns 18 years old; Schalock et al., 

2010). 

Today, higher education options have 

expanded for this population of students, with over 

260 programs operating across the United States (Think 

College, 2019). This rapid expansion in recent years has 

largely been driven by the aspirations of students 

themselves, who see their siblings, cousins, and peers 

going to college after high school. With the support of 

their family members and allies in secondary and 

postsecondary educational settings, this aspiration is 

much more of a realistic possibility today. Nevertheless, 

families have reported that some of the barriers they face 

in accessing inclusive higher education for their sons and 

daughters with intellectual disability include limited 

knowledge of their options, as well as school personnel 

not being equipped to help them understand these 

options (Griffin, McMillan, & Hodapp, 2010).  

Therefore, our goal is to provide information to school 

teachers, counselors, related services personnel, and 

administrators around this issue. We hope that by 

providing context for inclusive higher education for 

students with intellectual disability, this option will 

become infused within the work of supporting students 

with intellectual disability to transition out of high school 

and into the next chapter of their lives. In the sections 

below, we briefly provide an overview of (a) inclusive 

higher education programs, (b) local opportunities and 

national resources in inclusive higher education, and (c) 

the critical role of high expectations for students with 

intellectual disability in achieving their goals 

after high school. 

Inclusive Higher Education 

Inclusive higher education is an 

important option for students 

with intellectual disability, who 

historically have had very limited 

opportunities after high school 

and who experience some of the 

worst outcomes in terms of 

employment and community 

engagement. Compared to young 

people with other types of disability, 

those with intellectual disability are less 

likely to achieve some of the traditional 

markers of adulthood, such as attending 

postsecondary education, working, living independently, 

and being socially engaged (e.g., seeing friends at least 

weekly; Newman et al., 2011).  

Unfortunately, this population of students has not 

historically had access to the types of inclusive 

opportunities that are available to other students upon 

exiting high school. For many students with intellectual 

disability, the options for work, continuing education or 

recreation after high school are often limited to settings 

that are segregated—including only other individuals with 

“One of the first steps that 

educators can take in 

supporting students with 

intellectual disability in 

going to college is to 

recognize that college is a 

possibility for all students.” 
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disabilities. Although attending college may not be a goal 

for all students with intellectual disability, having it as one 

of the options to consider opens up possibilities for this 

group that has traditionally been excluded by definition.  

The Higher Education Opportunities Act (HEOA) of 2008 

(PL 110- 315) contained several unprecedented provisions 

that specifically target students with intellectual disability, 

recognizing for the first time in federal education policy 

that students with intellectual disability are part of the 

college-going population. The HEOA led to substantial 

development and expansion of higher education options 

for students with intellectual disability by establishing a 

new model demonstration grant program called the 

Transition and Postsecondary Education Programs for 

Students with Intellectual Disability (TPSIDs). In 2010, 27 

projects were funded to institutions of higher education in 

23 states to create or expand high quality, inclusive model 

programs for students with intellectual disability. A 

further 25 projects in 19 states were funded in 2015. The 

HEOA required that these programs offer inclusive 

academic access and that they result in gainful 

employment for the attending students.  

Inclusive higher educational opportunities for students 

with intellectual disability, including but not limited to 

those funded as TPSIDs, take many forms and are shaped 

by the individual institutions where they are located. 

Institutions that have developed such opportunities for 

students with intellectual disability represent the range of 

variations across higher education, including community 

colleges, 4-year colleges and universities, as well as both 

public and private institutions (Grigal, Hart, & Weir, 2012). 

They also vary substantially in their admissions processes, 

structure, and offerings; for example, some provide 

students with intellectual disability with the option for 

residential living on campus, whereas others do not. 

Depending on the institution and program, students may 

take traditional courses offered by the college/university 

as pass/fail or for a grade. The credentials that can be 

earned by completing one of these programs take a 

variety of forms, with some aligned with industry-

recognized credentials (Grigal, Hart, Smith, Papay, & 

Domin, 2018).  And, many inclusive higher education 

programs have developed courses tailored in content and 

structure to meeting the needs of their students with 

intellectual disability. 

Local Opportunities and National 

Resources 

Leading the movement for promoting inclusive higher 

education opportunities for students with intellectual 

disability is a project called Think College, housed at the 

Institute for Community Inclusion at the University of 

Massachusetts Boston. This project is responsible for 

many activities supporting inclusive higher education for 

students with intellectual disability. However, we would 

like to highlight an important online resource. The 

project’s website, thinkcollege.net, provides a wealth of 

information about inclusive higher education, including 

resources for school professionals and parents, as well as 

accessible content for students with intellectual disability. 

A critical service provided by Think College is a database 

hosted on the website that catalogues the inclusive 

programs across the country; this database is searchable 

by state and other characteristics, as well. 

According to the Think College database, currently four 

programs serving students with intellectual disabilities are 

available across the state of Washington (Think College, 

2019). They include the following: 

• Community Colleges of Spokane’s College to 

Career transition program (Spokane, WA) 

• Highline College’s ACHIEVE program (Des 

Moines, WA) 

• Skagit Valley College’s INVEST program (Mount 

Vernon, WA) 

• Washington State University’s ROAR program 

(Pullman, WA) 

Information about each of these programs is available 

both on the Think College website (thinkcollege.net) and 

on their individual program sites. 

The Power of High Expectations 

One of the first steps that educators can take in supporting 

students with intellectual disability in going to college is to 

recognize that college is a possibility for all students. As 

Grigal and Hart (2012) state, “Expectations are an 
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extremely powerful force in determining whether a young 

person goes to college. And they are equally, if not more 

powerful, in determining if young people with an 

intellectual disability will go to college” (p. 221). The 

expectations that teachers have for students with 

intellectual disability may inadvertently exclude students 

from opportunities to learn about postsecondary 

education and to access college preparation activities 

(Grigal & Papay, 2019). In order to change expectations, 

Grigal and Papay (2019) recommend educators need to 

first build their own knowledge and experience about the 

range of college options that are available for students 

with intellectual disability.    

Teachers and other school personnel can support 

students and their parents in learning about college 

options. As with their typically developing peers, such 

learning often happens as the student is in high school and 

getting closer to making a decision about what to do next. 

However, similar to the general population, conversations 

about college should begin earlier, as well. In order for 

families to help their children access higher education, 

they will likely need to plan ahead financially; helping 

families to identify this as a possibility may help them in 

their early financial planning. Teachers and other school 

personnel can direct families to the Think College website 

to access information related to learning more about 

inclusive higher education options and financial issues 

that are related. 

Other ways that schools can support students is to expose 

the students themselves to the notion of college as a 

possibility. Teachers can utilize resources on the Think 

College website that are specifically tailored to be 

accessible to students with intellectual disability, and 

which introduce the idea of “going to college.” Teachers, 

counselors, and others can facilitate visits to local 

programs, or may invite staff and graduates from local 

programs to speak with students and families at a college 

information night.  

Given that college has become a realistic possibility for 

students with intellectual disability, school personnel 

need to be knowledgeable of and prepared to discuss this 

option for students who are not necessarily on the college 

preparation track (Hart et al., 2010). In this way, educators 

can support students in determining whether going to 

college is something they would like to do, and if so, how 

they can achieve this goal. Though many of these 

programs are relatively new, outcome data are beginning 

to document the associations between attending inclusive 

higher education and achieving improved outcomes in 

adulthood in critical areas such as employment and 

independent living (i.e., Ross, Marcell, Williams & Carlson, 

2013; Sannicandro, Parish, Fournier, Mitra, & Paiewonsky, 

2018). Thus, becoming familiar with inclusive higher 

education options for students with intellectual disability 

is one way for educators to hold high expectations for 

these students, align instruction with their future goals, 

and support them to successfully transition out of high 

school and into adult life in the community. 
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The Call-and-Response 

Tradition from Ghana as 

Engaging Pedagogy for 

Oral Production with 

English Learners 
By: Elorm Atisu and Anne Wilcox 
 
A member of the Ewe tribe and an ELL 

Endorsement director began collaborating 

about how to invite English learners into 

academic conversations in diverse 

classrooms.  One began reliving the 

rich history of the Ghanaian call-

and-response tradition of his 

homeland.  The other listened 

carefully to a tradition outside 

her experience.   Together they 

began seeing the tradition as a 

possible pedagogical strategy for 

creating compelling invitations to 

produce oral language---a crucial 

foundation for second language 

acquisition.  Below, one provides a call 

into the rich history of the tradition; the 

other responds by exploring the tradition as a 

pedagogical possibility for linguistically diverse 

classrooms. 

The Rich History of the Call-and-

Response Tradition  

A particularly notable part of interactions in Ghanaian 

culture is the use of call-and-response to engage 

individuals. Hamlet (2011) defines call-and-response as, 

“a spontaneous verbal and nonverbal interaction between 

speaker and listener in which the speaker’s statements 

are punctuated by responses from the listener(s)” 

(Hamlet, 2011, p. 27). It can seem somewhat disorderly to 

have such back and forth but when done well, call-and-

response enforces social norms, teaches the importance 

of community and recognizes the value of individuals and 

groups. Call-and-response is one way to recognize 

another, acknowledge their existence and to share in their 

humanity.  

Living harmoniously in community and play are two 

important features of the call-and-response tradition 

because they are widely embraced as important ideas to 

human flourishing.  

An example of when call-and-response is used is during 

the telling of stories. Storytelling in Ghanaian culture has 

the recognizable elements of a beginning, middle and an 

end. However, stories are also punctuated with 

proverbs, singing, dancing and the posing 

of riddles. This approach to storytelling 

is a bit more dynamic and engaging 

with a flair for surprises.  

Ghanaian orature is incredibly 

sophisticated. From an early age, 

people learn the history of their 

tribes through oral storytelling. 

They also learn the value system 

that holds everything together 

through stories that make heavy 

use of call-and-response. Stories 

are considered as precious, if not 

more valuable, as any other material 

possession because they bestow identity 

and purpose upon the ones who are 

beneficiaries of them.  

Call-and-response is done in community with others. 

Parents, children, grandparents, cousins, neighbors and 

others often come together at night to tell stories in 

traditional Ghanaian communities.  

These nights of storytelling are often a chance for 

individuals of all ages to share ideas and learn from one 

another. Each person, regardless of their age and social 

standing, is a worthy participant in the telling of stories. It 

is important to honor and foster the need to live 

“At the heart of the 

call-and-response 

tradition is an invitation 

to a conversation that 

affirms and creates 

community.” 
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harmoniously in community with others when using call-

and-response.  

While learning is a crucial goal of call-and-response, an 

equally important reason people come together is for the 

opportunity to play. The use of call-and-response in any 

setting requires a certain amount of play. Interestingly, 

taking time to play is often regarded as a waste of time in 

many societies that value productivity. In Ghana, it is seen 

as something that children do until they reach adulthood. 

Steven Johnson (2016) is not as dismissive of the benefits 

of play as others may be. Johnson asserts that, “one 

measure of human progress is how much recreational 

time many of us now have, and immensely varied ways we 

have of enjoying it” (Johnson, 2016, p. 11).  

Some may argue that play should be reserved for 

recreation and should not cross over into other places 

where serious work is being done so as not to be a 

distraction. Healthy skepticism of the role of play in 

human interaction is welcome. However, it is worth noting 

that the over compartmentalization of our lives and the 

relegation of play to the background may be at the root of 

many individual struggles and group inefficiencies. One 

may wonder what schools, businesses, nonprofits, 

worship spaces and communities would look like if more 

play was included in social interactions.  

Johnson (2016) suggests that play has led to many 

important discoveries and inventions. He says that:  

History is mostly told as a long fight for the 
necessities, not the luxuries: the fight for freedom, 
equality, safety, self-governance. Yet the history of 
delight matters, too, because so many of these 
seemingly trivial discoveries ended up triggering 
changes in the realm of Serious History (Johnson, 
2016, p.12 ).  

The call-and-response tradition is about play. Removing 

this component of the tradition would be to lose the very 

heart of it all. This practice is not about rote learning or 

unimportant babbling. It is about responding to life’s 

demands in a playful manner to reduce boredom and 

learn quickly.   

It is important that academic disciplines and cultures 

continue to share ideas. My academic disciplines, 

Communication and Business, borrow from other fields of 

study quite often. One important work from the field of 

Psychology that marketers have made ample use of in 

recent years is Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) (Ferrier, 

2014). This approach has been reinterpreted to sell goods 

and services. The beauty of academia is that this same tool 

is used, knowingly and unknowingly, to shape the lives of 

students.  

Cognitive Behavior Therapy seeks to align a person’s 

thoughts, feelings and actions when trying to change 

behavior (Ferrier, 2014). CBT is still helpful when the goal 

is not necessarily behavior change but language 

acquisition.  

There is a growing body of evidence that suggests that the 

best approach to behavior change is to get a person to 

perform an action (Ferrier, 2014). In the case of English 

language learners, it is not so much behavior change but 

an attempt to learn a foreign language. Call-and-response 

can become an important tool for getting students to 

perform actions that enhance their learning and lead to 

positive outcomes.  

Johnson (2016) concludes that, “when humans create and 

share experiences designed to delight or amaze, they 

often end up transforming society in more dramatic ways 

than when people focus on more utilitarian concerns” 

(Johnson, 2016, p.12 ). As we seek to teach English 

language learners, it is important that we reach for goals 

that are not just utilitarian. Utilitarian ideals make learning 

boring and unnecessarily laborious. It is better to seek to 

delight and amaze students by using different approaches 

that come from a number of cultures, academic disciplines 

and important experiences.  

Lastly, the use of proverbs is commonplace in Ghanaian 

culture. Proverbs are handed down from generation to 

generation. It would be unfortunate to transition to other 

topics within this article without a proverb that one would 

say using call-and-response. To remind a person of their 

connection to their community, an elderly person would 

say, “ati ɖeka” (a single tree) and a young person would 

say, “me wɔna ave o” (does not make a forest).  This 

proverb is from the Ewe tribe of Ghana. The proverbs call 

us to unity. It will take unity on all fronts to educate those 

who teach and those who are taught. 
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The Call-and-Response Tradition as 

Effective Pedagogy 

The call-and-response tradition was at the forefront of my 

thinking when I was invited to deliver professional 

development in a rigorous, academic private high school.  

Their international Chinese students were struggling with 

the oral production of academic language in many content 

areas.  After a day of observing the pedagogical practices 

for diverse classrooms in this school, I requested an 

informal interview with the international students 

themselves.  I asked them to analyze the supports that 

enrich their academic achievement in another language--

-and to identify elements that impede their academic and 

linguistic growth. 

Their insightful 15 to 18-year-old responses were 

messages I had heard over and over from my thirty-year 

career in K-12 schools and in higher education.  The 

international students had enjoyed a “high-text” heritage 

culture.  Therefore, reading and writing in English was 

developing at an expected rate.  However, they sat in the 

back of most classrooms diligently taking notes and never 

participating in the verbal academic discussions in their 

USA classrooms. 

This exchange with highly capable English learners caused 

me to wonder if the West African tradition of call-and-

response might provide a way to invite them into 

meaningful, co-constructed academic discourse.  Could 

call-and-response provide the compelling invitation to 

speak?  Could this tradition provide a foundation on which 

to build rich, sustained, negotiations for meaning? 

These students, and so many other English learners, have 

discovered that “academic talk is most scarce where it is 

most needed—in classrooms with high numbers of 

linguistically and culturally diverse students” (Zwiers & 

Crawford, 2011, p. 8). We must find compelling and 

engaging ways to invite and sustain meaningful classroom 

talk since “oral language is a cornerstone on which we 

build our literacy and learning throughout life” (Zwiers & 

Crawford, 2011, p. 7). 

Embedded in the call-and-response tradition is the value 

of co-constructing ideas with deep opportunities to 

negotiate meaning for substantive—and playful—

interaction between community members.  Could call-

and-response provide these crucial elements in academic 

classroom communities in order to enrich oral production 

experiences for English learners? 

When the Chinese students were pressed for more details 

about what prevented them from speaking, their concerns 

hovered over accurate production of English and accurate 

perception of core content in another language.  These 

chief concerns are best represented by the term, “foreign-

accented listening” (Haslam, 2018, p. 1940-41). Foreign-

accented listening encompasses both the accuracy of 

production and the accuracy of perception.  The 

perception of a new language requires repetition and 

practice with the phonemic inventory of that language. 

Only then can the inventory provide the speaker with 

tools to access lexical elements of a language.  As 

phonemic and lexical awareness grows, the speaker gains 

skills to sustain oral production exchanges. As speaking is 

attempted, grammatical constructions interweave with 

sociolinguistic expectations.  The complexities of these 

linguistic components must be integrated in order to 

participate in discourse expansions and crucial discipline-

specific linguistic registers.  

Call-and-response would initiate the phonemic elements 

needed in accurate language perception and production. 

The rules of phonemic sequences plus the nuances of 

intonation, pitch, stress, and rhythm would be modeled 

for, and practiced by, every student when using a call-and-

response verbal exchange.  Call-and-response not only 

provides the compelling invitation to speak but also 

provides the sustained linguistic practice needed for 

students to co-construct academic conversations. Could it 

even bring a playfulness to the discipline-specific linguistic 

registers? 

In her text, English Learners Academic Literacy and 

Thinking (2009), Pauline Gibbons exposes the ineffective, 

but often used IRF method of academic talk in many 

classrooms.  IRF involves an initiation by the teacher, a 

brief response by an individual student, and a brief reply 

of feedback or correction by the teacher (p. 136). Instead 

of this traditional model, Gibbons suggests that effective 

classroom interactions must be “co-constructed 

collaboratively” (p. 132) with multiple opportunities to 
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“negotiate meaning” (p. 135) in order to achieve 

extended, substantive conversations. 

Linda New Levine also criticizes the IRF pattern of oral 

interaction in classrooms. She reports that, “low levels of 

oral engagement equal low academic language skills” and 

agrees that, “ELLs are not a part of the classroom 

conversation in North American schools” (p. 1896).  Dr. 

Levine accuses our current models of having abundant 

teacher talk and limited student talk that is simply 

inadequate for building the robust academic 

conversations necessary to foster a community of 

academic apprentices.  She calls for us to find pedagogical 

techniques that “elicit frequent student responses, extend 

student discourse, and engage all students in classroom 

conversation” (p. 1898). She continues further by 

exploring the crucial issue that each disciplinary content 

area requires unique disciplinary literacy.  In fact, Levine 

suggests that each academic discipline bears its own 

language register echoing the important research by Dr. 

ReLeah Cossett Lent (2016). 

Dr. Lent’s text, This is Disciplinary Literacy:  Reading, 

Writing, Thinking, and Doing . . . Content Area by Content 

Area (2016), has contributed language domain specifics 

for each major academic discipline students encounter in 

classrooms.  Call-and-response could be an effective way 

to introduce academic language and disciplinary register 

for each content area.  

For example, a science teacher might use Dr. Lent’s 

research and the rich Ghanian tradition to begin class with 

this call-and-response script: 

CALL:  Scientists, Scientists- 

RESPONSE:  Yes! Yes! 

CALL: It’s time to read. 

RESPONSE:  It’s time to read. 

CALL:  When scientists read------ 

RESPONSE:  When scientists read------ 

CALL:  We analyze data. 

RESPONSE:  We analyze data. 

CALL: We analyze sources 

RESPONSE:  We analyze sources. 

CALL:  We search for answers. 

RESPONSE:  We search for answers. 

The caller in this short script is giving each student the 

identity of a scientist.  The call is an invitation for all 

students in the class to be welcomed into the community 

of scientists.  The caller is also providing specific reading 

instruction for the field of science.  At the same time, the 

academic language and the discipline-specific register of 

science is being modeled and practiced. The script would 

go on to introduce the text for the lesson in call-and-

response format.  The invitation to post-reading analysis 

could begin again by calling the community of scientists 

together with this possible script: 

CALL:  Scientists, Scientists- 

RESPONSE:  Yes! Yes!  

CALL: During our reading----- 

RESPONSE:  During our reading------ 

CALL:  We analyzed data. 

RESPONSE:  We analyzed data. 

Then the community of scientists could co-construct 

information through verbal reports of their analyses of the 

data from the text. A sustained oral exchange between 

scientists has a greater opportunity for success since 

academic language and register have been practiced 

chorally through the call-and-response invitations into 

scientific discourse. 

Complex interwoven linguistic elements must be explored 

during the maturation of oral production and the 

discourse around academic content. Heritage, Walqui, & 

Linquanti (2015) identify three crucial elements of 

meaningful classroom talk: conceptual understanding, 

analytical skills, and linguistic development. 

If perceptively designed, call-and-response exchanges 

would invite all students into discipline-specific discourse 

building their repertoires of academic language. It could 

also introduce conceptual understanding along with the 

analytical skills needed to interact masterfully with that 

content.   Call-and-response also has the fluency to extend 
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academic discourse as students become the callers 

inviting peers into a call-and-response exchange over rich 

academic ideas. Call-and-response would move students 

and teachers away from the individualistic IRF model to a 

more effective linguistic dance involving repetition, 

reformulation, prompting, creating, and even play during 

meaningful classroom discourse. 

At the heart of the call-and-response tradition is an 

invitation to a conversation that affirms and creates 

community.  It generates connection as it extends a call 

and anticipates a response. It is so much more than 

talking.  It generates something deeper than competition 

for correct answers. It communicates that each voice is 

needed.  It calls not just to a learner, but to a partner in 

the collaborative and playful adventure of learning.   

A Final Proverb 

Ghana is a country of many tribes. Each of these tribes has 

distinct languages. There are well over eighty languages 

spoken in this small Sub-Saharan African country. It is 

often a surprise to some that this tiny country has 

different people groups that speak numerous languages 

and yet find a way to live together and share different 

cultural practices and ideas. Language is not always a 

barrier.  

The need to share ideas and to draw from other traditions 

around the world to inform pedagogical practices cannot 

be overemphasized. While we have talked about one 

tradition in this article, it is our hope that this tradition of 

call-and-response piques the interest of educators to seek 

new approaches that do not necessarily exist in their 

current contexts. There is wisdom in other cultures. 

Curiosity and respect for others will help unearth new 

practices that benefit the people we serve. 

The Akan tribe of Ghana has a proverb that says, “nsa 

baako nkura adesoa.” This means, “one hand cannot carry 

a heavy load.” Education is a heavy load and it is 

appropriate to invite other hands to help lift it.  
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Brave Learning: Project 

Based Learning for 

Highly Capable Students 
By: Nick Castilleja 
 

 
"...there are three characteristics that exemplify what 

most students and teachers experience when the best 

forms of learning take place. These characteristics are 

Enjoyment, Engagement, and Enthusiasm." (Renzulli, 

2013, p. 4) 

 

 

A different kind of energy filled our 

classroom as my 6th grade bilingual 

highly capable students scurried 

about, preparing the stage for one 

of our first project presentations of 

the year. Many students had asked 

if their group could present first that 

day, but after some heated 

deliberation and rock, paper, 

scissors battles, the first group began 

setting up their skit about the 

mummification process used by the 

ancient Egyptians. On top of the table-

center stage sat a few jars containing paper 

mache human organs with lids topped with painted 

clay animal heads representing ancient Egyptian gods. 

These three students had prepared water bottles with 

fake blood, sandwich baggies filled with salt, garbage bags 

to reduce the mess, and enough toilet paper to cover our 

entire classroom. One of the group members laid face up 

on the table, playing her best eleven-year-old rendition of 

dead. The students in this group had researched the 

process of mummification extensively. They reviewed 

textbooks in Spanish/English, read articles from credible 

sources, and explored several websites that detailed the 

mummification process. Finally, students chose to 

prepare a skit to show what they learned. The result of 

their preparation looked like they had set up a human 

sacrifice in our classroom. Pacing and whispering, the 

students appeared more than excited; they were nervous. 

It occurred to me that these students had rarely been 

asked to take such risks while demonstrating their 

knowledge at school. Just as we, the audience, had all 

raised both hands to clap together and yell "action", our 

school's principal authoritatively flew in through the 

doorway. The students whipped their heads to me in 

unison, then just as quickly turned back to look at our 

school's "boss.”  At the sight of the mummification set up, 

our principal gave me a curious look. Many students 

looked to me with awkward raised eyebrows silently 

asking, "Is this okay?" Just then a student who we will call 

"Rosa" did her best action hero sprint off stage towards 

me and barely put on the brakes before 

running into my chest. I will never 

forget the urgency in her gigantic 

brown eyes as she gasped, "CAN 

WE MUMMIFY THE 

PRINCIPAL?!"  

The above story is only one of 

many moments in my 

teaching career when I saw 

how effective project-based 

learning (PBL) can be. PBL is a 

powerful instructional model 

that transforms classrooms 

into more engaging, enjoyable, 

and enthusiastic learning 

environments for students. In 

addition, PBL makes school more dynamic 

and challenging, creating a new level of intrinsic 

motivation for our students to learn and elevating 

possibilities for our learning experiences.  

Addressing the Academic Needs of 

Advanced Learners 

The National Association for Gifted Children (NAGC) is a 

community of administrators, educators, parents, and 

experts that serve as an exceptional advocate for the 

growth and development of gifted and talented students. 

“PBL makes school more 

dynamic and challenging, 

creating a new level of 

intrinsic motivation for our 

students to learn and 

elevating possibilities for 

our learning experiences.” 
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As one of their many important contributions, this 

organization has developed gifted education 

programming standards that provide research-based 

guidance to educators who work with gifted students 

(NAGC, 2010). Analysis and reflection on programs and 

classrooms with the NAGC standards is an illuminating 

practice. While reflecting on my 6th grade class and its 

effectiveness for highly capable students, I realized that 

many of these standards support the use of PBL as an 

instructional approach for designing curriculum. Below 

are a few examples of the standards that align with PBL: 

1.1 Self-Understanding. Students with gifts and 

talents demonstrate self-knowledge with respect to 

their interests, strengths, identities, and needs in 

socio-emotional development and in intellectual, 

academic, creative, leadership, and artistic domains 

(p. 8). 

3.2 Talent Development. Students with gifts and 

talents become more competent in multiple talent 

areas and across dimensions of learning (p. 10). 

3.3 Talent Development. Students with gifts and 

talents develop their abilities in their domain of talent 

and/or area of interest (p. 10).  

These standards provide an excellent addition to the 

expectations of what school needs to be for our future 

leaders. Students should be provided opportunities to 

explore their talents, interests, and identities. PBL gives 

students the platform to do so in a few different ways. 

Projects designed using the PBL approach can be 

differentiated easily by content, process, and product; 

allowing teachers and students to have multiple options 

within the area of study. For example, in a social studies 

project on Ancient Egypt students could be given the 

choice to give a formal presentation, perform a skit with a 

written script, or author a graphic novel- all of which serve 

as products that show what they have learned. Students 

can also be given the opportunity to develop their skills in 

technological platforms to present their project products. 

For example, TinkerCad is a 3D digital modeling software 

that has become a product choice in my class 

(https://tinkercad.com). Students have used this free site 

to build animal/plant cells and digital renditions of the 

pyramids at Khufu. Many students in my class have also 

thrown themselves into the world of website design by 

using both Wix (http://wix.com) and Weebly 

(http://weebly.com). The point is, even if students are not 

passionate about the subject matter, their interests are 

ignited by the way in which their knowledge, 

understandings, and skills can be presented. Teachers can 

differentiate the product to hone in on the talents that 

students already have and also push them to try new 

things, which gives them the opportunity to explore 

"multiple talent areas" and interests. What I have learned 

through my use of PBL is that giving students a platform 

to authentically explore their talents and identities is 

intrinsically motivating, which dramatically increases 

engagement. An environment structured like this makes 

education more dynamic and challenging as well. After all, 

it is not only Common Core State Standards (CCSS) 

students are aiming to acquire as they engage in a PBL 

unit, but also an approach that will motivate them toward 

problem solving and creative productivity.  

PBL Supports Student Research 

Student research has long been advocated in the field of 

gifted education as an instructional approach to learning 

(Renzulli & Reis, 2014). Looking at the NAGC (2010, p. 10) 

standard listed below, there is a focus on working with 

students as they develop the skills to become 

independent investigators: 

3.4 Instructional Strategies. Students with gifts and 

talents become independent investigators. 

Projects designed using a PBL approach can be structured 

as independent investigations, which asks students to 

develop their skills in research. The key word here is 

"independent." Students are challenged to work on 

intangible skills like time management, how to break 

down a large task, inquiry, and critical thinking. In our 

class, we keep a team/individual monthly calendar. This 

allows the teacher to model time management, 

procedural self-talk, and how to break down a large task. 

Towards the end of the year, 6th grade students are asked 

to take the lead on all these essential skills, building 

independence and self-confidence.  
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Using PBL to Build Self-Efficacy and Other 

Personal Competency Skills 

Self-efficacy is a key element to any successful goal 

attainment and certainly PBL promotes the development 

of learners who can problem solve and mirror the skills of 

practicing professionals in the real world. The NAGC 

(2010, p. 11) standard listed below also advocates for 

building a set of personal competencies in advanced 

learners that are aligned to this goal. 

4.1 Personal Competence. Students with gifts and 

talents demonstrate growth in personal competence 

and dispositions for exceptional academic and 

creative productivity. These include self-awareness, 

self-advocacy, self-efficacy, confidence, motivation, 

resilience, independence, curiosity, and risk taking. 

With over forty years of scholarly experience and multiple 

influential publications, Dr. Joe Renzulli is widely 

considered one of the most respected authorities in gifted 

education. The development of the Schoolwide 

Enrichment Model (Renzulli, 1978; Renzulli & Reis, 2014), 

which is a comprehensive model for developing gifted 

programs and services; The Renzulli Learning System 

(https://renzullilearning .com), which is an interactive 

online system that provides a personalized learning 

environment for students; and numerous other 

publications provide invaluable resources to support the 

academic and social needs of advanced learners. One of 

Dr. Renzulli's many contributions that I have found 

compelling in my understanding of how to serve gifted 

students is the article, The Three Ring Conception of 

Giftedness: A Developmental Model for Creative 

Productivity (Renzulli, 1978). The three elements Dr. 

Renzulli includes in this work are task commitment, above 

average ability, and creativity. All of the traits are 

important to consider when tailoring learning 

experiences. Creativity however, is an essential element 

of education that is being underrepresented, if not totally 

ignored, in K-12 curriculum across Washington state. We 

know through Dr. Renzulli's work that creativity is a crucial 

part of developing gifted behavior, so shouldn't we be 

teaching creativity? Shouldn't creativity be taught for all 

students? We have a responsibility to intentionally craft 

opportunities for students to explore and develop their 

creative proclivities.  

Project Based Learning allows opportunities for students 

to conduct research and design and make creative 

products both collaboratively and independently. A 

teacher’s request for students to use their creative 

abilities is a liberating, refreshing gift for our students. 

Including creativity intentionally in our curriculum adds 

fuel to student engagement.  

NAGC standard 4.1 also specifically names "risk taking" as 

one of the "dispositions for exceptional academic and 

creative productivity" (NAGC, 2010, p. 11). When a 

student takes a risk, they practice a life-skill that is 

paramount to human growth and development, which I 

call bravery. PBL sets the stage for students to embrace 

and showcase bravery by taking risks in an academic 

atmosphere. When we celebrate and encourage bravery, 

we are inviting students to take authentic risks with their 

talents and interests and in turn provoking real growth. 

Further, in the book Creativity in the Classroom, Starko 

reports that one of the traits of creative people is that 

they, "…think differently and take risks" (Starko, 2018, p. 

112). An atmosphere that encourages bravery allows 

students to authentically explore their creative abilities, 

their talents, and their identities. Through practicing brave 

creative risk taking, students can improve their creative 

talents. PBL does more than teach information and skills, 

but serves as a vehicle for students' academic, social, and 

emotional growth.  

PBL Develops Social Competence and 

Enhances Communication Skills 

Crafting learning environments that respect the academic 

strengths of young people are critical to the development 

of a child’s social competence. In designing PBL units, the 

focus is on inquiry and on collaborative thought, which 

requires effective communication skills. These skills are 

also apparent in the NAGC (2010, p.11) standards below: 

4.2 Social Competence. Students with gifts and 

talents develop social competence manifested in 

positive peer relationships and social interactions. 
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4.5 Communication Competence. Students with gifts 

and talents develop competence in interpersonal and 

technical communication skills. They demonstrate 

advanced oral and written skills, balanced biliteracy 

or multi literacy, and creative expression. They 

display fluency with technologies that support 

effective communication. 

PBL champions 21st century skills, making them a pillar of 

a high quality PBL unit. Collaboration, presentation, 

technology, and interviewing a professional are a few 

examples of essential skills that can be included in 

differentiated projects. These concepts are taught and 

evaluated in each project, and they are often included in 

the project rubric to be specifically commented upon by 

an evaluator. One example of how 21st century skills can 

be taught in classrooms happens to be one of the most 

rewarding experiences of my career. A colleague of mine 

who teaches 5th grade and I teamed up to bring in our 

heroes, our fathers, to our classes for a mock professional 

interview. A retired teacher, administrator, and 

superintendent, my dad was a phenomenal example of a 

seasoned professional. In his interview, he gave some 

great advice about leadership and spoke to some of the 

hidden rules that exist in the professional world. 

Describing his experience as a police chief, my colleague 

Scott’s dad was an incredible mentor to our students. As 

he shared stories that span over 30 years in the police 

force, students learned about the responsibilities and 

thinking patterns of those who volunteer to protect and 

serve our community. There is so much I could elaborate 

on with this experience in terms of social and emotional 

learning, but for the sake of brevity I'll focus on the specific 

professional skills this lesson spoke to. Through these 

mock interviews my colleague and I were able to model 

how to invite a professional to an interview via email; how 

to prepare for an interview; and how to conduct an 

interview with a professional. Students have been asked 

to conduct interviews as a part of their independent 

investigations in my class. The results of these interviews 

have been heartfelt, meaningful conversations with caring 

role models from our community. In turn, our projects 

have provided an expectation that quality research 

involves interaction with experts in the field of study. 

When professionals in any field are involved in instruction, 

learning is elevated to a higher level. Students are also 

given the opportunity to think in more authentic terms 

about their future careers through communicating with 

community mentors. 

The NAGC has provided a powerful resource in the 

development of standards that can advance the academic, 

social, and emotional growth of highly capable learners. 

Educators who work with advanced learners should 

reflect how their instructional practices align to these 

standards to create curricula that capitalizes on the 

strengths of these students as a way to provide for 

continuous growth. PBL provides for a more engaging, 

enjoyable, and enthusiastic learning experience for our 

students, without question. Educational experiences 

through PBL become more dynamic and challenging for 

gifted students, which welcomes increased intrinsic 

motivation for them to learn and grow authentically. 

Additionally, PBL makes an undeniable impact for 

students who are not identified for gifted education 

services. PBL becomes a way to challenge all learners and 

provides an opportunity to observe talents emerge when 

it is designed with the learner in mind. PBL, when designed 

to meet the unique learning needs of students, can be 

used as an instructional approach for all students. It’s all 

in the design! 
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Nick Castilleja has become a strong 

advocate for elevating instructional best 

practices to give students the 

dynamic education they deserve. Now in 

his 10th year of teaching, Nick is 

challenged and inspired by the 

intellectual/social/emotional needs of 22 bilingual, highly 

capable 6th grade students in Pasco, Washington. His 

passion for teaching gifted students has fueled his 

educational growth and Nick has come to specialize in 

Project Based Learning, tailoring engaging learning 

environments, differentiating instruction, and curriculum 

writing for gifted students. Approaching the close of his 

Masters in Gifted Education, Nick plans to continue 

sharing his passion for gifted education through 

professional development and consulting. 
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 A full collection of Critical Question articles can be found here 

To contribute a topic, contact Carrie Lam at 

Carrie.LamASCD@gmail.com  

Each year, WSASCD provides a forum for educators in our state to read and write 

about topics of interest to our members.  Check out these articles, which are 

available on the WSASCD website: 

» How do schools use an MTSS Framework to support the whole child?  

» How should P-12 schools, districts, and teacher preparation programs work together to build on the 

momentum of "wellness"?  

» How can we expect students to learn if their very basic needs aren't met?  

» How important is it to have Mental Health Services as Part of Embedded and Direct Services to Students in 

our schools?  

» How is the Legislature and the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction supporting Social 

Emotional Learning for Washington State schools?  

Critical Question Series 
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Community 

Connections to 

Challenge and Inspire 
By: Ashley Karsh, Samantha Monteville, 

and Alicia Dotinga 
 
In the middle of a spring day, twenty fifth grade students 

set off on a hike at a local conservation area. They have 

wildlife species inventory sheets in hand, along with 

binoculars, and their hands are still a bit muddy from a 

macroinvertebrate sampling study they just 

completed. This isn’t a specialty class, nor 

is it a weekend project, it is Place-

Based Education at work. Sobel 

(2013) defines Place-Based 

Education as “the process of 

using the local community and 

environment as a starting point 

to teach concepts in language 

arts, mathematics, social studies, 

science, and other subjects 

across the curriculum” (p.11). 

Place-Based Education can take 

many forms with varying amount of 

time investment, but it is a high 

leverage instructional practice that is 

worth adding to any teacher’s toolbox of 

strategies.  

Community Connections 

A key facet to creating a sense of place is acknowledging 

one’s place in their community to better understand how 

to connect with the surrounding community resources. 

When integrating Place-Based Education (PBE) into one’s 

own classroom one of the easiest places to start is by 

utilizing the community mapping strategy in order to build 

an awareness of local surroundings with students 

(Lieberman, 2013, p.138). Community mapping is 

essentially bringing students outside to the very streets 

and buildings that surround their school in order to give 

them the opportunity to recognize the different 

components of their community. Through purposeful 

observations, students notice the stream that runs 

alongside the road and passes through a neighboring park, 

or the stretch of houses facing a busy road with an 

undeveloped, forested area on the opposite side. Upon 

returning to the classroom, students’ first drafts of maps, 

photographs, and notes are aided by satellite images to 

start constructing a more comprehensive map of the local 

community. The students now have deeper knowledge 

and meaningful familiarity to a place they probably 

thought they knew “well enough”. Through fostering this 

sense of place, students gain an understanding that they 

have an important role in the community and their 

participation in day-to-day activities within this 

community can make a difference. The 

next step is for teachers and students 

work together to be agents of change 

and active citizens by working with 

and within the community in a 

variety of ways.  

One of the greatest assets to 

one’s classroom and the ability to 

fulfill the potential of PBE is the 

help and expertise of fellow 

community members, 

connections that can be cultivated 

by the teacher and students. The 

teacher regards their role in the 

community as important and valuable, 

and with this perspective is equipped with a 

sense of initiative to extend partnership opportunities. 

Local community members and organizations truly want 

to be involved in students’ learning and, if the opportunity 

presents itself, get involved. For example, community 

members play a vital role in the success of PBE when 

funding or class schedules do not allow the opportunity to 

take one’s class to local sights. Whether the teacher 

chooses to communicate with a local chapter of the 

National Park Service, community agencies, or local expert 

from a museum, there are many ways to connect with 

local resources. This level of community involvement acts 

“Through fostering this 
sense of place, students gain 
an understanding that they 
have an important role in 
the community and their 

participation in day-to-day 
activities within this 

community can make a 
difference.” 
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as a stepping stone to forging connections before tackling 

more time and resource intensive projects. While 

intentional planning of which community resource to 

work with and how is critical no matter the magnitude of 

the task, small-scale involvement can be more readily 

accessible to novices of PBE.  

After developing relationships with a variety of 

community partners, it may be time to set one’s sights on 

a more involved, long-term project. When one begins to 

view their community as a potential classroom, there is no 

telling what can be accomplished through the 

partnerships of teachers, students, and community 

members. One notable project is exemplified by a school 

in Laytonville, CA which with the help of community 

members created a “comprehensive school garden with 

an integrated compost system,” reducing the solid waste 

in the district by 60-80% (Sobel, 2013, p.127). There are 

many opportunities to involve community resources in a 

project such as this, even when done on a much smaller 

scale.  For example, an excursion to a nearby farm to learn 

about the region’s soil and a visit from a biologist from a 

conservation agency can inform students’ development of 

their school’s garden with native plants.  PBE is an 

approach that demands the teacher to truly know their 

community-the businesses, organizations, and people 

who inhabit it. The teacher seeks support in their 

surroundings, and knows “[w]hen the effort of two 

agencies support each other, everyone has more energy, 

and the whole is greater than the sum of its parts” (Sobel, 

2013, p.114). 

Classroom and Global Connections 

The magic and effectiveness of PBE comes from the 

connections between the daily learning in the classroom, 

the surrounding community, and the student driven 

experiences. PBE is designed to facilitate deep learning, 

rather than a broad summary of many things. To truly be 

effective, the objectives for PBE lessons must be 

connected to what the students are learning in the 

classroom, rather than isolated events that occur at a field 

trip or a singular lesson (Sobel, 2013). 

In one example of classroom connections, at the West 

Valley Outdoor Learning Center in Spokane, fourth grade 

students participate in a series of experiences linked to 

their science curriculum. The series of lessons begins with 

a guest teacher from the outdoor learning center coming 

into the classroom to talk about the characteristics and 

relationships between eagles and salmon. A few weeks 

later, the students go on a trip to Lake Coeur d’Alene to 

see the migrating eagles and the spawned-out salmon, 

where the learning they did in the classroom connects to 

real life situations. Finally, the students return to the 

learning center to do a follow up day with more activities 

to connect their learning from the previous trips and their 

classroom science curriculum. This series of activities, 

experiences, and trips facilitate the building of 

connections between local community, local 

environmental issues, and the science curriculum for the 

fourth-grade students.  By making the connections 

between prescribed curriculum and the objectives of PBE, 

students are more engaged and readier to rise to the 

challenge of tackling problems in their local community. 

Preparing students for the global economy and PBE may 

seem like they are at odds, but in reality, they are perfectly 

paired. One of the design principles of PBE is a local to 

global context. The local learning serves as a model for 

understanding global challenges and connections and 

contextualizes these larger themes. Through learning 

about larger issues in a context that is valuable, students 

become advocates for healthy communities and develop 

skills that can be generalized to their larger community 

and world. 

At the Cottonwood School of Civics and Science in 

Portland, Oregon seventh and 8th grade students explore 

globalization through the history of worldwide trade and 

the impacts of colonization (Anderson, 2018). The 

students make maps that show the origin of everyday 

items in their homes and then take several field trips to a 

local chocolate factory, a grocery store, and Nike 

headquarters, where they interview a trade lawyer. As a 

culminating project, the students work in pairs to identify 

local businesses or products with a global reach, interview 

the business owners and then work with a trade journalist 

to write articles and create podcasts. 

By utilizing PBE to guide students through their role in the 

local community and the larger global community, 
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teachers prepare students to not only make informed 

decisions about their impact in the local community, but 

also develop students that are ready to take on the 

globally connected society (Anderson, 2018). 

Starting Points 

How does an educator who wants to implement PBE get 

started? The answer is the same as what would be done 

to help a student reach a goal. First, the goal and steps to 

achievement are determined. Then the goal is broken 

down into bite size chunks that are achievable. A common 

misconception about PBE is that it would take too much 

time from an already strained curriculum to implement. 

However, PBE lends itself to an integrative approach that 

incorporates CCSS and raises the achievement level of 

students (2013). In Lieberman and Hoody’s study of 14 

schools and 39 comparative analyses of academic 

achievement, “92 percent of these comparisons indicate 

that students who have been in [PBE] programs 

academically outperform their peers in traditional 

programs” (1998, p. 2). 

For each educational setting, this process will look 

different. In schools where there is little to no support for 

PBE implementation, a passionate teacher might begin by 

teaching lessons that incorporate PBE and connect with 

community partners and members of the school who will 

support them. In a school that has growing support for 

PBE, an educator might create team or host a community 

vision to action forum (Sobel, 2013) to get the community 

involved and a more comprehensive, school-wide 

program jumpstarted.  

Regardless of what the next step for the educational 

setting is, the most important thing to do is start. Teachers 

have the experience, the expertise, and the passion to 

make a change in their community. If a teacher would like 

to implement Place-Based Education for its many benefits, 

they are the best person to do it because they have an 

intimate knowledge of their school district and a passion 

for their students’ success.  
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Executive Directions 
By: Carrie Lam 
 
Washington State Association for Supervision and 

Curriculum Development (WSASCD) supports educators 

and schools in a variety of ways through recognition of 

exemplary practices, leadership development and 

professional development opportunities.  Our hope is that 

this issue of Curriculum in Context serves you and the work 

that you engage in. 

Awards and Recognition 

Washington State ASCD is proud to offer an awards 

program that recognizes a school that has created a 

building culture with programs exemplifying two or more 

of the five tenets of The Whole Child and an Outstanding 

Young Educator for their exceptional leadership in 

teaching and learning. 

Congratulations to Jemtegaard Middle School (JMS), in 

the Washougal School District, the 2019 Whole Child 

Award recipient.  JMS staff has developed a student 

support protocol to intentionally cultivate positive 

working relationships with peers and teachers for 

students to feel safe and supported in the classroom.  Two 

years ago, JMS staff, ASB, community members and their 

Boosters worked together to create Club 8, an opportunity 

to engage students in a variety of learning opportunities 

after school.  In its development the goal was to address 

an equity issue related to lack of extracurricular 

opportunities for students on free and reduced lunch who 

did not have access to transportation. This program not 

only provides a bus ride home to remove the 

transportation barrier but provides all students an 

afternoon snack.  

WSASCD is pleased to recognize Jessica Saddler at Leona 

Libby Middle School in the Richland School District as the 

2019 Outstanding Young Educator Award. Jessica is not 

your average educator; she is an exceptional instructional 

leader with drive and many strengths that serve her 

students, colleagues and school community well.  Even in 

her first year of teaching, Jessica helped to open the first 

STEAM middle school in her district, she continues to be 

an active team player in her building as she serves as the 

chair of the Action Planning Team. She was instrumental 

in establishing and organizing special programs for her 

school such as STEAM night and Science Bowl/Club -the 

team went on to compete at state.  Jessica also serves on 

the district science adoption team and recently earned a 

Master’s in Education Technology.  Congratulations 

Jessica! 

This year we received five nominations and want to 

commend each educator and school for their instructional 

leadership and effort to support the Whole Child. We 

welcome you to participate in the WSASCD awards 

program next year! Check out our past state award 

recipients. 

Emerging Leaders Program 

An opportunity that may interest you is ASCD’s Emerging 

Leaders program. ASCD is seeking a select, powerful, 

active group of education professionals to become the 

next generation of ASCD leaders.  The window for applying 

to the 2019 Class of ASCD Emerging Leaders will open May 

1, 2019.   

• Are you an accomplished educator with 5–15 

years of experience who wants to get more 

involved in ASCD and the education community 

as a whole? 

• Do you firmly believe that each child deserves to 

be healthy, safe, engaged, supported, and 

challenged? 

• Are you committed to servant leadership, 

contributing to the good of the profession? 

• Do you prefer to forge your own path and ask 

questions as you go, rather than shown exactly 

what to do? 

• Are you the kind of person who persists in the 

face of resistance? 

• Are you seeking a group of educators who, like 

you, are driven and passionate about education 
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and boast a variety of backgrounds, roles, and 

experiences? 

If you answered yes to any of these questions you might 

be a good fit for the ASCD Emerging Leaders program. For 

more information visit: 2019 Emerging Leaders program 

and Emerging Leaders FAQ 

Professional Development Opportunities 

The Washington State ASCD board of directors strives to 

serve the needs of our members by offering professional 

development opportunities focused on topics of local 

relevance. We also produce publications (bi-annual e-

journal, quarterly e-Report newsletters and Newsflashes 

with affiliate updates).  Each June the WSASCD board of 

directors convenes for an annual retreat to prioritize and 

develop plans to move work forward to serve our 

membership and strengthen the organization. I want to 

applaud our board members for their dedication, in 

additional to the responsibilities of their daytime 

positions, and commitment to the important work that we 

do to serve the Whole Child in the state. 

CharacterStrong 

Our partnership with 

CharacterStrong continues, 

join us this August 17-18, for a 

two-day educator training on 

how to infuse social-emotional 

learning and character 

development into the daily 

fabric of your school.  At this 

training you will walk away 

with dedicated time to focus 

on serving your students and 

school with profound purpose 

and data-driven resources.  Instructional techniques to 

build a sustaining character-based/social-emotional 

learning program. A variety of plans on how to effectively 

weave social-emotional learning and character education 

into the daily fabric of your school.  Numerous resources, 

classroom management tools, and experiential learning 

activities that intentionally connect to school culture and 

our CharacterStrong Curricula.  This training will be 

offered on the same dates in two locations, Spokane and 

Western Washington.  Registration information can be 

found here.  

Fostering a Trauma Sensitive Learning 

Environment: A Team Approach 

WSASCD is excited to host Kristin Souers on Monday, 

November 18, 2019 for Fostering a Trauma Sensitive 

Learning Environment: A Team Approach. Participants will 

be introduced to and provided with opportunities to 

explore the importance of fostering a culture of safety, 

predictability, and consistency; what it truly means to 

work as a team and address our students collectively; 

discuss a handful of strategies to support the New Three 

R’s (Relationship, Responsibility, and Regulation); and 

how to sustain a healthy work-life balance. Attendees will 

explore their roles as leaders and gain strategies for both 

student and adult support. Attendees will have 

opportunities to collaborate and problem-solve scenarios 

associated with fostering a trauma sensitive environment. 

Kristin Souers is the lead author of Fostering Resilient 

Learners: Strategies for Creating a Trauma-Sensitive 

Classroom Environment (Souers & Hall, 2016) and 

Relationship, Responsibility, and Regulation: Trauma-

Invested Practices for Fostering Resilient Learners (Souers 

& Hall, 2018). The training will be offered on the west side 

of the state however, the location has not been 

determined.  Please check the WSASCD website 

(wsascd.org) for updates. 

Partnering with WSASCD 

As you plan for professional learning for yourself, your 

school, or district, remember that well-prepared and 

equipped educators make more effective teachers and 

leaders impacting student learning in positive ways. 

WSASCD has partnered with various school districts 

through the years to bring quality professional learning to 

different areas in Washington. If you have an interest in 

partnering or have a professional learning idea, please 

contact me at CarrieLamASCD@gmail.com Thank you for 

your dedication to all Washington State students!  
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Washington State ASCD.  Before this role 

Carrie taught first grade in the Renton 
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Become a Washington ASCD Member! 

Washington State ASCD is the only educational 

organization in Washington State that reaches 

practitioners at all levels of education and your 

involvement is one of the keys to our success.  As a 

member of WSASCD, you can take advantage of our 

member benefits. 

 

How will you benefit from joining WSASCD? 

» Professional development offerings at member 

rates 

» Receive an award-winning eJournal, Curriculum 

in Context, twice a year 

» Receive quarterly Newsletters and Newsflashes 

via email to inform you about the latest WSASCD 

events and updates on educational issues in 

Washington.  

» Attend regional workshops covering topics 

relevant to the needs of local educators 

» Opportunities to earn clock hours when you 

attend WSASCD conference/workshops 

» Opportunities for leadership, networking, and to 

attend events that will promote professional 

growth and development of members 

» Membership in a community committed to 

promoting promising practices to ensure ALL 

students are safe, healthy, engaged, supported 

and challenged 

 

Join online or call (360) 357-9535 
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Call for Articles: 2019 Fall/Winter Issue 
The Curriculum in Context Fall/Winter 2019 issue’s theme is Innovative Approaches to Access and 
Equity for All Learners. Some related topics under this theme that may contribute to the conversation 
include: 

» Innovative building or district initiatives regarding equitable assessment and instructional 
models 

» Student-led projects or activism designed to build an equitable learning environment 

» Professional development on culturally responsive teaching 

» New programs or models of community or family and school partnerships 

Submission Guidelines 

Potential articles submitted for the Learn section should be a current book review between 500 and 
750 words and should include the APA reference for the book.  

Manuscripts for the Teach and Lead section should be between 850 and 2500 words, focus on either 
the classroom (i.e., teacher) perspective or the leadership perspective, and include citations written in 
APA format.  

Please submit questions or articles for consideration by September 1, 2019 to:  

» Dr. Jill Heiney-Smith, Managing Editor 
heineysmithj@spu.edu 

» Dr. Pete Renn, Co-editor 
rennp@spu.edu 

» Emily Huff, Co-editor 
huffe@spu.edu 
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